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Western's protest holds
water; Vanatta says no
BvKENTINOLEY
Staff Writer
"Wo Wuz Robbed" is a book about
being ripped off And lhal's what
Western Kentucky is crying right now
■after Saturday night's 78-77 loss to
Eastern. However, the Hilltoppers have
something lo cry about after Monday's
protest hearing proved that the
Hilltoppers had indeed won.
OVC Commissioner Bob Vanatta met
with referees Kalph Stout and Burrell
Orowells. Athletic Director Don Combs,
of Eastern and Johnny Oldham of
Western to hear the Western protest
Vanatta made this statement Monday. "After considering all the evidence
that has been presented to us there is
little doubt the call was made after time
had run out." said Vanatta.
The officials also confirmed the fact
that it now appeared that the foul had
occurred three to four seconds after the
game had ended
So Western won the game and should
he going lo the NCAA Tournament but
they're not. Vanatta continued. "But the
NCAA rules have no provision for the
review of a game under protest unless it
involves an ineligible player. The ruling
must stand."
So now i.i-nc Keady is boiling and
Oldham is mad and half of Bowling

tpfloto by STEVE BROWN I

As is the custom the winning team removes the nets from the
goals and the Colonels quickly moved to accomplish this
after Saturday night's last-second win over Western Ken-

lucky University Kenny Elliot, <left> and James •Turk'
Tillman carefully watch from their perch as Dave Tierney
cuts down the net

.
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Maintenance crew
takes the half-time show
BY

BRIAN HI \ I It
Staff Writer

As the two men slowly cross midcourt
of Alumni Coliseum, the applause of the
crowd drowns out all else. A moment
later, they drive down the lane, with
their mops in hand.
Their what?
Mops. Not basketballs
Because.you'll probably never see the
names of Gene Milligan and Roy Neeley
on the sports pages of any newspapers
And their work on the basketball court
does not draw the praise or criticism of
Colonel head coach Ed Byhre.
But. during halftime of the home
basketball games. Milligan and Neeley
always receive cheers from the student
section when they clean the floor.
Go Gene Go Roy.
Milligan. 40. and Neeley. 64. both
estimate that they have worked for the
University maintenance department for
almost 14 years. And they have been
doing their chore faithfully at halftime
for most of that time
"We just kind of volunteered for it. I
guess." said Milligan while sitting on a
pushcart on the main concourse of
Alumni Coliseum, near the concession
stand. "We weren't assigned or
anything. Fact is, we don't even have to
do it."
That's something that Mr. Combs
(University atheletic director) urged us
to do." explained Neeley.
"We just want to help out, that's all,"
added Milligan simply.
Call them the Humble Helpers. Or the
Dustmop Duo. Or maybe even the
Pushin'-Broom Pair.
Whatever you choose to call them,
they are two simple men with a downhome flavored speech and lifestyle

Neeley looks as if he was born to be a
maintenance worker with his paunched
stomach and balding head His bulbous
nose adds an almost-Jimmy-Duranle
appearance to his face. In the pas'
Neeley has worked as a carpenter a' '
truck driver.
Milligan. a native of Miuuiesbo. u,
would look more nt home amidst
chickens, hogs and other larm accessories. And it's no wonder. Before he
became a maintenance foreman, he
worked in farming, not to mention
construction and "just about anything
else." he laughed.
Way to go. Roy. Way to go Gene.
Naturally, the work that the pair does
is not all applause and standing
ovations Both are well aware of the
criticism levied against the overall
performance of the campus maintenance crew.

"The criticism doesn't really bother
me. MilM .i s«id, although he admitted
■• i ead students'remarks in
the a
pern
I iust try to forget
s i' d nie best job I can."We
rii !u retaliate. Now. take the
. tor instance." added Milligan. "I
leellikeil I make a place for a faculty or
administration member to park in the
morning, then I think I've accomplished
something and done my job -- as long as
he doesn't get out of his car and fall
down."
According to Milligan. snow and
absenteeism of workers are the toughest
obstacles to face on the job Also, there's
the human element.
"We make mistakes and do things
wrong. Nobody's perfect, right? And
sometimes we do get complaints about
(See MAINTENANCE, page 14)

Colonels, Volunteers
to be televised
The Eastern Kentucky - Tennessee
game will be the featured television
attraction this Friday night in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament being
held at Murfreesboro. TN.
The game will be televised by NBC
but will be picked up locally by CBS
affiliate Channel 27 in Lexington. Merle
Harmon and former Ohio St. coach Fred
Taylor will be the announcers ior 10:30
p.m. game Friday night.
The Eastern - Tennessee game will be
preceded by the Lamar - Detroit game
The w i nner of the Eastern - Teanasaee

game will earn the right to play Notre
Dame on Sunday also in Murfreesboro.
If the Colonels manage to win their
two games in Murfreesboro they will
travel to Indianapolis for regional
championships.
i lie television appearance in Murfreesboro will mark the fourth time this
year that the Colonels have appeared on
television The previous three appearances were on "OVC Games of the
Week."
Eastern's record is 21-7 while Tennessee has a 20-11 mark while being the
SEC Tournament champion.

So what did the hearing of this protest
prove. If Vanatta knew that no protests
were allowed then why did he hear a
protest that could not possibly change
the outcome of the controversial game?
It could only serve to enrage tempers
more
For a second the Eastern fans have to

Commentary.
(Hit themselves in the shoes of the
Western fans. What has happened is just
not lair to them. Of course reversing the
outcome of a game two days after it was
over wouldn't be fair either.
You can't blame anyone for kicking
and screaming about this latest
decision..- Least of all Gene Keady.
When you win you should be rewarded
not punished. Maybe he should have
l>een more gracious but that is very
hard when you know you are right.
This isn't the first time that a wrong
has been done, nor will it be the last but
lo drag it through the public eye does
everyone more harm than good.

You can go on saying that Eastern had
been screwed many times before and its
about time that it happened to Western
i as I have heard many people say since
the game) but if you use that logic you
most likely belong to a Kindergarten
class.
It is truly a shame that Eastern had to make the NCAA Tournament through
such a controversial ending. Ed Byhre
and his Colonels deserved better. It is a
shame for everyone involved.
The:
affects may even be long reaching. As
one Hilltopper supporter commented,
"We can no longer be friendly
rivalries." If ever we were friends.
Why Vanatta had to drag the whole
case out in the open is not known. It is a
stupid thing to do and all it could do was
hurt the conference. He let a team
protest a game when the rules say it is"
against the rules and the com-.
missioner's job is to enforce the rules!;
Well what can one salvage from thi*whole messed up affair, a lessonperhaps about life? No one ever geuj
everything he wants, or life isn't always*
fair maybe, or you just have to roll witbthe punches when you're always being?
punched.
*
The best thing to do is to forget abourit hut that is a lot easier from this end»
than down in Bowling Green.

Snyder backs down
from advisory committee
By SARAH WARREN
News Editor
Harry Snyder. chairman of the
Council on Higher Education iCHE).
did a "snow job" on everybody that
attended the November Student
(lovernment Association of Kentucky
(SGAKi meeting.'said John Cooper,
vice president of the Student
Association (SA).
At the meeting. Snyder had reportedly
promised the association he would
establish an "advisory committee" of
students which could make recommendations lo the CHE through him.
According to Cooper. SGAK went
along with the idea of an advisory
committee but Snyder evidently backed
out of the deal.
SGAK had agreed to withdraw a
proposal, which called for a student and
faculty member to be placed on the
CHE. in return for the formation of the
committee.
According to Maria Domenech,
student senator who attended a SGAK
meeting in Louisville last weekend.
Snyder said he was never contacted
after that by any SGAK member or
student body presidents about formation of the committee.
But the presidents said thay wrote
Snyder letters, said Domenech. "I think
there's a little discrepency in the
validity of what Harry Snyder said."
Referring to his own attempts at
contacting Snyder about the committee.
Steve Foster. SA president, said "I can
assure you he has heard from at least
one state school.''

r

At the Sunday meeting, SGAK decided
to resubmit its proposal calling for
student and faculty representation on
the council "He's put us off long
enough." said Cooper.
At the November meeting, Snyder
told SGAK members that a student
representative wasn't in their own "best
interest." Cooper said. "I can't see how
anybody can make that statement,"
said Cooper. "That's absurd...idiotic."
Student Senator Mark Hester
reported at the Tuesday Senate meeting
that SGAK is also looking into the
possibility of a hot line for quick
financial aid information.
The hot line would be direct to New
Jersey, where all Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants and other student
loans are processed. It would eliminate
that waiting period of up to six weeks
when students don't know if they have
gotten aid or not, said Hester.
SGAK is also interested in the issue of
student wages. They are looking into the
possibility, said Hester, of students
receiving the federal minimum wage
lor work study and institutional work,
rather than the state minimum wage.
Also at the Tuesday meeting, Foster
announced that he will be serving on the
University Publications Board for the
board's last meeting in April and any
special meetings that might be called.
Publications Board is made up of
students and administrators, including
the editors of the Progress, Milestone
and Aurora. The board approves the
appointments of editors to campus
publications, along with their budgets
Foster said he is replacing Eric

Periscope

"Taxi," soon may be heard
ringing out from the corners of .
campus streets. For more details on
the soon to be campus taxi service, see
the article by City Editor. Lisa
Renshaw on page 3.

Heave! Ho!
Intramural sports manifest
themselves in many different
forms. Shown here is one of
the more untraditional ones,
tug-of-war. The Pikes came
out victorious over their
competitors, but it seems
as if gritting one's teeth is
*-

an asset to tugging.
(photo* by DOUG FRUCHTENICHT)

£

(ireen is probably crying fix. There are
rumors that Western will now drop out
of the OVC

.
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Mkidlebroe*, whom he appointed fall
semester 1978 to represent SA on the
board.
Middlebrook. a former Progress
editor and Publications Board member,
received the Senior Citation in
Publications award his senior year.
He worked for the University
Department of Public Information upon
graduation and is now attending
graduate school for his masters in
public administration.
Notified of Foster's announcement.
Middlebrook replied that his intentions
"are to remain as SA representative on
the Publications Board. I don't think
they've given me any reason to resign
and they don't have any grounds to
impeach me." he said.
When contacted by the Progress, Dr.
William E. Sexton, chairman of the
Publications Board, said Foster did net
have the authority to simply replace
Middlebrook. even though he appointed
him.
Only current members of the
Publications Board can remove Mm
now. said Sexton And. he added, there
would have to be some very serious
charges brought up before this could
happen.
Foster told senators who had any
"suggestions or comments" about
student publications to come to him
since he will now be their representative.
He later said he was replacing Middlebrook because Middlebrook hadn't
reported to him on the outcome of the
first meeting, held last September, or on
the upcoming meeting in April.
There was also a question that Middlebrook's and Foster's stands on
certain issues might differ.
"I'm not going to commit myself on a
SA stand or a Progress stand," said
Middlebrook, "I won't take anyone's
position but my own."
And. he continued. "I think I'm more
qualified to judge campus publications
than he is."
(See SNYDER. page 14)
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Editorials
r

Oil prices rely on supply and demand
li is no secret thai gasoline prices
arc going up. Announcements have
been Hooding out of Washington
about gas costing up to and maybe
even exceeding SI per gallon in the
next few years.
The reason for the increase in gas
prices is a lot closer than most
people think. In fact it is the basis
for the type of gorvenment the
United States has that is pushing gas
prices to new highs.
The new high prices arc a direct
result of the Oil Producing and
Exporting Countries (OPEC) raising
the price of oil per barrel.
The reason OPEC is raising their
prices is the practice of a basic
capitolistic economic principle; the
law of supply and demand.
This law states that if the supply
of a product outweights its demand
then prices will be low. And if the
demand is greater than the supply,
as is the case with oil, then the prices
go up.
*?
The OPEC leaders are currently
testing the market for their product,
seeing how much the oil users will
pay for the right to their natural
resources.
The general public in the United
States is in a mild uproar over these
higher oil prices for not only will gas
be more expensive but so will all oil
products, chemicals and plastics

expecially.
The OPEC nations are not to be
blamed for taking advantage of the
market and trying to make the most
out of the little their countries have.
Why should the major world powers
rape these third world nations and
take without paying.
No one likes to pay high prices for
what they feel they need but the
OPEC nations are just using a good
business techniques. They have been
on the short end for so long and are
now trying to correct the situation.
So the United States (its citizens at
least) are screaming about something their society is based on.
The way to bring prices back
down is to cut consumption. Again,
the law of supply and demand - cut
the demand and the supply will
build up, when the supply is greater
than the demand the prices will have
to drop.
The U.S. Department of Energy
has worked out a four-step plan
aimed at cutting back on the
consumption of oil.
The plan would call for reduction
of outdoor lighting, lowering
thermostats in non-residential buildings to 65 degrees, restrictions on
weekend gasoline sales and gasoline
rationing. The latter would not
come in effect unless oil imports
dropped by at least 10 percent.

Time is lost whichever route is
It has been suggested that the
U.S. should try to free itself from taken and oil sits unrefined while the
importing too much oil. For a nation fears higher prices.
The oil companies who have a
nation that runs on oil, like the
U.S., ridding itself of the burden of stake in the Alaskian oil want to
large amounts of imports would build a pipeline from the west coast
greatly help its standing in the to Texas so that their ships will not
world.
have to waist time sailing there.
Environmental groups oppose the
Of course currently the only
feasible way to cut out imports is to building of the pipeline because it
increase domestic oil production. In would disrupt the natural wildlife in
the future science and technology the desert. Right now the governcould create viable substatutes for ment says it will not allow the
oil but for now the U.S. must rely pipeline to be built until it looks into
the situation.
on oil to run its machinery.
The oil companies say enough oil
Where could the domestic oil
come from? The southwest is could be drilled in Alaska to run the
pumping the earth dry of oil. The entire country at cheaper costs to the
ocean floor is yeilding a great deal consumer. Government officials
of oil but finding it and drilling it is doubt these claims but say that more
oil could be drilled in Alaska if there
very expensive.
Several years ago a group of oil were sufficient places to refine it.
So tankers filled with Alaskain oil
companies discovered that Alaska
had large oil reserves under its ice. A sit in harbors or sail around South
pipeline was built to bring the oil America and through Panama
from the frozen tundra to the ocean taking time and money and causing
where it can be shipped to ports on- the U.S. to import more oil than
the west coast of the U.S.
needs to be imported.
Now there is controversy. It seems
Something needs to be done,
that oil is being shipped from obviously. Oil consumers in this
Alaska at such a rate the west coast country are already complaining
refineries cannot handle it. So the about high fuel costs caused by
ships carrying the oil must either OPEC raising its prices.
The government must find a
wait in dock or sail to the Gulf of
Mexico where the Texas refineries solution and the sooner they find it
take it.
the better off the U .S.people will be.

Soviets have 5 choices
in China-Vietnam conflict
By TAE-HWAN KWAK
Dr. Tae-Hwan Kwak is Associate
Professor of Political Science,
specializing in international political
dynamics in East Asia.
Second
of
two
parts.
Under the treaty between Moscow
and Hanoi, the Soviet Union
pledged to defend Vietnam in case
of an armed attack. Moscow stated
that it would "honor its obligations" under the treaty and
demanded that China withdraw its
forces from Vietnam.
The Soviet Union, however, is
cautious about her direct military
involvement in Vietnam, and thus

Guest opinion
far it has launched a propaganda
campaign against China. The Soviet
initial response to China's invasion
of Vietnam was that China had
better "stop before it is too late" by
warning Peking not to "overstep the
forbidden line," which remains
unclear. At least for the time being,
Moscow did not intend to intervene
militarily by attacking China,
thereby avoiding a nuclear confrontation with China.
I In the meantime, Pravda charged
that the U.S. is guilty of
"connivance" in the Chinese

Mark Turner
Jim Thomason
Elizabeth Palmer-Ball
Sarah Warren
Lisa Krnshaw
Ken Tinglry
<.inny Eager
I Jirry Bernard
KoMa Paler
Dieter Carllon
Scott Mindrum
Harvey Dunbar

invasion by failing to speak out
against Vice Premier Teng'i statement that Vietnam should be
"punished." The charges have been
made despite the fact that Feb. 14,
three days before Chinese invasion,
U.S. Ambassador, to Moscow Toon
told Soviet foreign Minister Gromyko (hat President Carter had
tried to dissuade the Chinese from
launching the invasion.
Moscow has now faced hard
choices in the wake of China's
"punitive" action against Vietnam.
Five options that the Soviets might
have considered are in order:
(1) Wait and see until the dust
settles by avoiding direct military
dasher; with China, but launch a
propaganda
campaign
against
China.
(2) Provide more economic and
military aid to Vietnam and exert
diplomatic pressure on China at the
U.N. Security Council meetings.
Demonstrate military move along
the Chinese-Soviet border and on
the South China Sea.
(3) Take a limited military strike
against China to "punish" it across
the border, perhaps in Sinkiang
(western China) and Heilungkiang
(northeastern province) in north
Manchuria (residents in these areas
had been evacuated, anticipating a
Soviet attack).
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(4) Take a stratigical air strike
against missile sites and installations
in Sinkiang and Manchuria, which
would mean a nuclear war with
China.
(5) Declare all-out war on China.
Given present relationships between Washington, Moscow and
Peking, the Soviet Union might
have ruled out options (4) and (S),
but option (3) is a great possibility if
China decided to penetrate deeply
into Vietnam and to occupy Hanoi.
China stated that China would
withdraw its troops from Vietnam
with no preconditions after the
Vietnamese are "punished." China
will soon withdraw its troops to the
border line claimed by Peking, and
not the line Vietnam insists upon.
The total disputed area along the
450 mile border is about 38 square
miles.
Chinese troop withdrawal from
Vietnam will likely take place for the
following reasons. First, China has
already achieved a moderate level of
psychological satisfaction by "punishing" Vietnam and demonstrating
that China is not a paper tiger.
Second, the Chinese military operation in Vietnam has drawn a
substantial number of Vietnamese
forces in Cambodia (total strength:
130,000) out of Cambodia and there
seems to be reasonably good chance
for pro-Peking elements to regain
power in Cambodia. Third, China
wants to avoid a nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union. Fourth,
China does not want to strain the
new relationship with the U.S.
Fifth, China does not want to slow
down its four modernizations in
agriculture, industry, national defense, science and technology.
In the final analysis, neither
Peking nor Moscow wants a nuclear
war, but nuclear war could take
place because of human errors,
irrational behavior, miscalculation
and dangerous games nations play. I
firmly believe that China can
control the course of this war. Thus,
China's unilateral cease-fire is
forthcoming. The great powers must
exercise restraints on their behavior
to save homosapiens.
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For com. students

Field trips to Washington,
New York add experience
Washington D.C. is just one of
those cities that has everything.
Beautiful buildings, powerful, interesting people and the area surrounding 14th Street which comes
complete-with hookers, peep shows
and just about anything else along
those lines that you could want, if
you want them. (Mind you I am not
saying that 14th Street is the only
pan of D.C. where there is
corruption it is just more noticible
there.)

more practical experience on these
trips than in any class I have taken
here (with the exception of the
Progress.)
While 1 don't refute the value of
classroom experience, I^think thai
travel should be incorporated in
areas of study where it can be used
as a supplement to classroom
education.
There are those who say "Why
should these students get three hours

Elizabeth
Palmer-Ball
Washington D.C.
Last week I was among a group of
students in the mass communications department that went to
Washington and attended the
National Governors Conference. I
can't begin to go through the list of
things that we did and people we
saw but it was some of the best
journalistic training I have received
since coming to the University.
1 have heard a lot of critism of
this trip from both students and
faculty and I can't understand why.
It seems like they should be in favor
of something which adds variety and
some real experience outside of the
same old lecture, term paper, test
routine you go through in most
classes.
As a veteran of three mass
communications trips (two to
Washington and one to New York) I
can safely say that I have gotten

of credit for a week of partying?"
They must never see the projects we
have to do.
Sure we had a good time, we
partied, went to bars and did some
sight seeing (and these things did
help make the trip a memorable one)
but it is the other things we did that
will be of value to us in the future.
For example, at the Governors
Conference wc were treated as a part
of the "real" press. Once we put our
little red press badges on we were
given the same treatment as those
people who were from the New
York Times or any of the major
networks - for those three days we
were a part of the working press.
You don't get that kind of
experience in Richmond, Ky.
We even got in to see President
Carter when he spoke before the
governors on foreign trade. (I don't
care if he is short, I was impressed)
The point is we got a feel of what

its like to be a professional. Its like
I've said before, and will probably
say again before the semester's over,
to truly educate students they need
to be able to see more than just a
blackboard and books.
,
Ttme and time again I have heard
graduates in different fields say that
college didn't really prepare them
for what they faced when they got
out. I hear that when you get out,
there is more to life than an OVC
Championship.
Certainly a college education has
limitations but by offering courses
like the Washington and New York
field trips higher education can
expand itself beyond the classroom.
Maybe one major objection to the
trips is that they are taken during
school and this cuts in on a student's
other classes. One alternative would
be to have these trips planned at the
time of spring or fall intersession.
However it is done opportunities
of this kind should be developed
not done away with.
I've mentioned the advantage of
getting out and working among the
professionals in a field but there are
other advantages as well.
By traveling in a group you get
some special rates for plane fare and
hotel expenses, this makes travel
easier for students to afford.
Though we did get some aid from
the Reader's Digest Travel Fund for
the most part students paid their
own way.
It is also an opportunity for
making contacts with people who
might prove valuable when looking
for a job.
While 1 was in Washington I also
became better acquainted with
students in my own department that
I didn't know very well or at all
before. It is surprising how much
you can learn about people m one
short week. Some of it 1 would just
as soon forget.
And last but not least it gave me a
subject for the old column this
week.

Editor's mailbagi
'Queen' too wild
Editor.
The Progress has indubitably reached
a new low in journalism. Larry Bernard's article "Queen for a day takes a
walk on the wild side" has to be the
perfect example of pure unadulterated
trash.
*l amisure that most college students
are wW aware of the fac*"— "—■" •«
those like Randy, alias Brenda Clark,
who find satisfaction in playing both
si-^uof the street: it is«, .,tek fact of life.
But why' should the "normal"
heterosexual population be exposed to
the problems ot a orgg queen? *•&
wants to read such trash as the problem
of tucking ones "male organs" under
ones buttocks or shaving ones chest and

legs to perform some cheap, tasteless
act?
I cannot see any talent involved in
dressing up like a girl and miming to a
record in front of a bar full of faggots.
Come on. can anyone with any degree of
moral integrity call Mr. Bernard's
article good journalism? Maybe this is
Mr. Bernard's way, as he so poetically
stated in his article of "getting his rocks
off."
Personally, the longer I read the
Progress, the more I realize the paper is
not worth the effort of picking one up off
the stacks.

Editor.
In the several years I've been at EKU,
I've never seen any efforts made by the
University to keep' the outdoor
basketball courts in good shape.
Other outdoor recreation facilities
(tennis courts, track, etc.) are maintained. but the basketball goals are, left
to decay.

Now that spring is here, some of us
would like to engage in sports outside
The tennis courts will be crowded as
ususal.
And of the basketball goals in the
Coliseum parking lot. the Keene lot and
the lot by Brockton, none will have nets
and maybe three will have rims bent
straight down. None are usuable
I don't know who is responsible for the
upkeep of the outdoor equipment
i Buildings and Grounds?), but they are
lettinfthiy'-edg of dollars worth of it go
.to waste. What is the use of constructing
anything If you're going to let it rot?

finally. j( Mr. b..._.iMmrists on
writing such poor and tasteless articles
he may find it beneficial to end his
newspaper aspirations artO start tucking
his 'male organs".
Sincerely. •
Jim Helminski

• fA-the- past few months volleyball
and intramural basketball have
monopolized the indoor gvms. People
who don i"beiong ida'Sucmi organization
and just. wanted an occasional
basketball game might as well stay
home.

This is certainly not good economics.
Who buys a hew ^..'aad n.rc it Ull it
falls apart Without maintainance? ■
Please, whoever is responsible, let's
have some outdoor- basketball this
spring.
J,L. Browning and P. Kelley

Basketball blues
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News/Features
Taxi offers student s
a way to get around
R) I.ISARKNSIIAW
< itv i ;<iii"i

Rub-a-dub-dub

Spit ;irai polish is taught in the armed services and here it
seems .is if Hud Krwin has the technique down pal. even
'Inmull he's shining his car instead of his shoes Krwin is a
mainlining administration major from Irvine

Course combines study, travel
li\ tilN'N'Y KU.KR
I ralurrs I ililnr
To mam college students Kurope is
another world, unattainable because of
lack of lunds or lack of knowledge But
the Kentucky Institute of Kuropean
Studies has a program which makes
Kurope surprisingly within reach for
student* and faculty
Charles llclmuth. associate professor
"I art. will he 'raveling lo Austria this
summer to leach a course and at least 13
I niversilv students will also he going lo
v arums places in Kurope lo study and

travel
"It's a combination of instruction and

navel." explained Helmuth The actual
instruction lasts about eight weeks
leaving two weeks at Ihe end for travel.
"I will he teaching what is the
equivalent of an art appreciation
course." said Helmuth and he added
thai he plans to encourage travel to
various places
included in Ihe cost of the trip which
lasts trom aboul May W lo about July 24.
is a Kurn rail pass which gives the
holder unlimited travel on the railroads
i>l Kurope
The entire cost is around $1400 and
this includes transportation, the Eurorail pass and two meals per day The
travelers will stay with Kuropean
families
—

However, he stressed, one does not
need In speak Ihe language in order to
lake advantage of Ihe trip
College credit is awarded lor Ihe trip.
Two classes are taught four mornings a
week lor six hours credit This leaves
three day weekends open for travel
|)r Miiton Crimes, head of the foreign
language department at Murray Stale
I'Diversity, is in charge of Ihe entire
program
More information can he
obtained Irom him or Helmuth
There are still vacancies left hut
usually during March applicants must
In- on a waiting list
Helmuth also
commented that scholarships are
available lor certain students who may
not lie able lo afford the trip

liy taking a quick glance around
campus at the crowded parking lots,
most University students apparently
have a car But for those students
without their own set of wheels, walking
to various essential places in the city of
Richmond can.be a problem.
Weather permitting, walking to one of
the grocery stores" on the by-pass is
pleasant exercise, but trudging back
with a sack full nf groceries and a carton
of cokes could result in severe back
nfrilM.
There are also students who work off
campus and can't seem to find a willing
friend to mooch a ride off of when its
getting too late to walk.
Then of course there's always the
time when ft earless student who is all
decked out and with perfectly curled
hair is ready to go downtown for a social
visit But outside its the monsoon rainy
season
Tn avoid severe back pains, docked
paycheck* lor being late, and limp hair
do's, dial-n-ride will be available to
students at a reduced rale
Dial-aride stands for B & B Taxi
Company's telephone number 123-7433
or when converted to the letters

By WANDA CHILDRESS
Staff Writer
Tennis, anyone^ This may be a
question you will be asked by Rick
Dunn.
Thanks to Camp Placements Dunn
was able to play AND teach it. For 10
weeks last summer the Marion. Oh.,
sophomore taught tennis in New York
Dunn taught hoys in groups of eight to
10 or on a one lo one basis at the exclusive Racquet Lake camp. In fact.
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ygll Raymond the best protection
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Sunburn
for fair skin
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IBS-ride
According to Sylvester Wearren.
owner of the taxi company, the purpose
of the new plan is tn make available to
students, transportation at a reduced
rate from campus to Ihe central parts of
Ihe city
Wearren is changing his present
system Irom a base rale to a 7one rate
Wearren said on the base rate system it
costs $1 just for the w'leels to turn and
then increases ar'- according to
distance.
Students, under Ihe discounted zone
rate, will he able to ride in a B & B taxi
for just $1 But in order to qualify for
this rate, travel will be limited to an
area that includes First Street. Krogers.
Thornberry's Super Value. Patti A. Clay
Hospital -ind the shopping centers on Ihe
liy-iMiss nut to Gcri l«ine After leaving
this /one. the base rale will be in effect
Students will also be asked to show
their l'nrversil\ I I) cards "This is one
priorliy I'd like lo issue to students only.
Since Kaslern employs a lot of people.
I'm asking for an I I) ." said Wearren
The new system will begin Sunday.
March II just in time for those students
coming hack from spring break who
don't want to carry their baggage from
the bus station to the dorm
'The

c.
hours." said Wearren. 'are from six in.j
the morning till 12 at nighl "
Wearren feels this new system will
help students on campus plus increase-1
his volume "We'd like to pul some input '
into the campus." he said "We already
have a very good relationship with thestudents "
•.
This -"ood relationship ' Wearren.)
attributes lo his drivers "To mix with
the public you have tn be able to match-*
with their personalities and my drivers'!
do thai." he said if a student has any
complaints about a driver, he should i
(•all me I'M afve "be reprimands," said:
Wearren firnih
I even fired my own(.
son "
Wearren also said that the same
discount rate far students will apply for'1
a pick up and lelivery service for such J
things like a pizza.
i
Kor those studenls wanting to take
advantage of ihe new service. Wearren^
suggests thai students leave their
telephone number of where Ihey want to'
l>e picked up a* so thai when the cabarrives, the dispatcher can call to relayihe taxi's arrival That way a student,
won't have tn stand outside and wait
According to Wearren. "If this shows.
any potential what so ever, we'll start a
pool ride It will be a van that can carry'
up- to 15 people "

Dunn, done teaching tennis

\

I

corresponding on ihe telephone dial.

they liked him so well that he was asked
to come back.
To be such a natural al tennis Dunn
really does not like it Nevertheless, the
pre law major laught adults while in
high school Dunn has been playing the
sport since he was in the 8th grade.
Dunn continued his tennis skills by
playing in the Cniversity intramurals.
He loves Ihe outdoors and played
because "'t was something to do."
Actually. Dunn is a baseball fan but
continues lo play lennis at least twice a
week.
However, when the baseball fan
noticed the leaching opportunity he

grabbed for it. mostly out of curiosity*
While there. Dunn met people from ala*
over the country and the world. The only
problem he encountered was the difj
ficulty with communicating with Hi*
foreigners
As a member of the staff there. Dunn
lived in a cabin Although Ihe pay was
not great, he liked Ihe fact that he could
play everyday.
Kven though he was asked to return.'
Dunn declined the offer because he doei'
not have Ihe lime nor the money. He harf)
lo raise money to go last summer.
Nevertheless. Dunn says Ihe whole
experience was worth it

i -1 -
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"With proper protection, the sun
can be good for your skin." Last
week I told you that this column on
sunburn would come from Harvard.
That quote is from Dr. Fitzgerald,
chief of Dermatology at Harvard
Medical School.
There are six different kinds of
skin where sunburn is concerned,
and over a hundred lotions, and I
say it's spinach, and "a I'enfer cette
blague" which is French for "to hell
with that nonsense." After all who
wants to memorize a bunch of lists
before the action on the beach?
So here it all is boiled down. The
sun, the skin, the screens. Three
things and a list for your pocket or
purse.
The sun has rays, most of which
are harmless. That would be visible
light, infrared heat rays, and
ultraviolet TANNING rays. They
are fine and peachy. All you have to
worry about are the ultraviolet
BURNING rays.

No sweat. Just slap on the PABA.
Who needs PABA?
All the people with fair skin, red
or blond hair, blue or hazel eyes
who burn and peel easily and those
who can tan very little and slowly.
Call them type A.
If you are fair skinned and burn
moderately and tan after two or
three sensible exposures or are one
of us mediterranean types (French,
Italian, Spanish, Greek, etc.), you
could be called type B.
If you are brownish (Asiatic,
Mexican, Arab, etc.) or black, let's
call you type C. You will tan easily,
deeply and will only burn after an
exposure that would fry a
Scandinavian to a blistered crisp.
Yes, black can tan. That is they get
darker if exposure is excessive.
So what? Well, here's what.
Your skin reacts to ultraviolet B
rays PERMANENTLY. Its response to every single B-ray is'

Verl
Wilkinson
Patriotism
ll is the popular trend to be a little
bit radical, or very critical of our
country. At the risk of not winning
any popularity contest this semester,
I offer the following commentary.
Patriotism is a topic about which
I feel very strongly. Now wait a
minuie, don't stop reading! This
column is not going to deal with any
representation . of America the
Perfect. Instead, consider America
(he beautiful-pie land»of the free.'
; feel that I am as awaie.Ai»'",yoDe"else of America's shortcomings. I
have had personal encounters with
.everything. Trom -legal injustice to
cidse-miiidedncsi." However, we are
aJLJamiliar with Americans faults,
for it is those we emphasize in
political discussions.
- Fora change (if only for change's
sake), let usteonsider the positive

aspects of our country. How many
of our privileges as a free people do
you take for granted?
Would you miss your right to free
speech? An acquaintance of mine
recently asked what free speech
meant to him. He wanted to know
what he ever said (except to his
friends,, who, of course, would
never betray him) that could"
possibly, get him into trouble.
Obj'ecfively, however, had we been
members of a less free society, (one
in 4vhich" negative statements about
the government- are considered
treasonous), and had.I reported his
■ snrWfcs, ■»*»"*«|BL probably have
been warned, if not arrested.
What about your ..tie*", to
individuality? The Bill of Rights
guarantees certain basic human
rights. In few other countries are

DEGENERATIVE and PERMANENT. For the rest of your -life.
Additive; that is, with enough of it
for long enough you get what we call
an actinic skin. You see it on the
backs of farmers' and golfer's and
sailors' necks - thick skin, with
millions of tiny wrinkles. That's
nothing but the sum of every
untraviolet B (or actinic) ray that
ever hit those necks. (Or faces, or
cleavages, or what have you.) So if
you are a type A, and don't care for
wrinkled cleavage (ugh!), use
PABA.
O.K., final remarks - what's
PABA and which sunscreens have
it?
PABA is paraminobenzoic acid,
so there! It blocks out burning rays
almost completely, it is must for A
types. It is found in:
PRESUN
PABANOL
ALOE PABA PRETAN LOTION
ECLIPSE GEL

Poll

' ■ I

Bv DONNA Bl'NCII
Staff Writer
Do win feel that there Is a lark of courtesy from administration and faculty
members towards studenls on campus?

(or ask your pharmacist)
Somewhat less expensive (and
effective) are the chemical cousins
of PABA. They are good for Type
B's and next best for A's. They
include:
ECLIPSE
SUN GUARD
SUNDOWN
(or ask your pharmacist)
If it doesn't have PABA or a
related compound, it is better than
nothing, but not much.
There have to be a lot more
PABA related sunscreens on the
market. They weren't mentioned in
what I read, so I don't know what
they are (Harvard is terribly
exclusive you know.)
To sum up, go to the pharmacist
and say "PABA." That's a plug for
'a chemical, not a product.
Well, so long, kids. A happy
paraminobenzoic acid to you all!

KELSEY

BELOAT

CEPEDA

WATSON

America
the perfect?
Patriotism comes
in many forms

a reminder:
citizens allowed to be so radically
"We have been the recipients of
different as Americans. Basically,
the choicest bounties of heaven; we
we are allowed to achieve whatever
have grown in numbers, wealth, and
measure of success to which wc
power as no other nation has ever
aspire. The government does not
grown.
regulate, for instance, who can or
"But we hav.e forgotten God. We
cannot go on to higher levels of
have forgotten the gracious hand
education. In many countries, some
which preserved us in peace and
of us might never have the chance to
multiplied and enriched and
further our educations and better
strengthened us, and we have vainly
prepare ourselves for our CHOSEN
vocations. Indeed, in many other- imagined, in the deceit fulness of our
hearts,- that all -these things were
countries bur vocations would be
produced by some superior wisdom
chosert for u$. ■ " '• •
»
j?t
and virtue of our own.
Believe me, I could go on and on
"Intoxicated with unbroken sucextolling the virtues, of our country.
cev. we havg become tOO selfiS*f-.,
As I said lasi week, there are two
ficient to feef* the * necessity of
sides to every coin. I think mat most
Americans .xed-4t gantle reminder • redeeming and preserving grace, too
proud to pray to the GoS that ma'de
from time to time to make us truly
grateful for ouj country's blessings. - us.
-Abraham Lincoln
For me, the following was just suclv

Sherry Kelsry. freshman-child care,
( arrollton
"Not to me. there hasn't been."

I-IIKIIIL
junior-painting.
Belo.
Ashland. •*»
>
"Not really, no Mosl of the
teachers and faculty members that
I've had contact with have been
decent to me."

Vinee Walaon., senior-socialogy.
Middles horo.
"I haven't experienced any.
They've bepn courteous lo me."

—.Boh

Vafja Cepeda. frenhman-iindeclded.
Nri.pan
»•

_"No^I get to communicate with
my teachers "

'*-■

Roberta
Bluer,
senior-legal
assistance. Somerset.
,t"NoT I think most of the faculty is
very understanding and considerate"
•Knh Kin*, junior-biology. V»»
Briinswlrk. \r« Jersey.
"No. 1 don't think so. If vou've got
a problem, they'tl help 'you bW"'
usually."

7
-
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Spring Breakers must
keep it tight to travel light
l«\ (ilNNV I U.I:It
Kralurr% Kdilor
i inly one more day of classes and then
in entire « e«>k of fun Kor those who can
.iflord lo venture to the State of Sunshine visions of sunny beaches and cool
walrr must be dancing tantalizing^ in
Ironl of your eyes
Ah yes. its, a beautiful time, but
• luring and before Ihese beautiful times,
problems may occur One of the first
problems lo crop up happens as you
prepare for your trip to Florida
Soon \ou will be asking yourself. How
im I going lo get everything I need into
-uib a small space i namely a suitcase
;ind a car trunk'"
Traveling light is the most important
advice, although vou can't live without
your hair dryer, make-up and giant
stuffed panda, maybe you could leave
>our Hectric hair curlers, make-up
mirror and your special pillow behind
After all your hair's going to be wet an
.iwful lot and who wants to meet guys
lookinp like a space woman with elec
trodes eiowing Irom her head""
The smartest thing you could do is to
lake one (and only onei suitcase. Sure it
can be large hut strictly limit yourself to
one. This saves time, space and energy

Just keep remembering this as you
pack: The more baggage, the more time
spent carrying it and unpacking it and
the less time spent on the beach or in the
bars.
U>ave your iron at home, there are
other ways to combat wrinkled clothing
Before you pack press everything as
neatly as possible. Carefully fold them
without making heavy creases. As soon
as you arrive, hang the wrinkle-prone
outfits on hangers.
If you have something that wrinkles
horribly yet "ou insist that it goes, pack
it as close to the top as possible leaving
the less wrinkle-prone clothing on the
bottom of the suitcase
In trying to compact your wardrobe
don't short-sheet yourself. You could
lake only half enough clothing and plan
to do laundry while you're there but with
seven days of beach and seven nights of
bars there will be no time to wash
clothes.
And who likes to wear dirty underwear?
Pack logically. Don't pul your bathing
suit on the very bottom when you knowthat as soon as you get to the motel
you'll be digging through your clothes in
search of your swim suit.

Q*AY
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Put the bathing suit in your suitcase
last so you can jerk it out and hit the
beach as soon as you arrive
If five or six of you are traveling
together, you can save even more space
If one person takes shampoo, another
takes suntan oil. another takes a hair
dryer, etc then space, money and time
will be saved.
Just remember to decide who takes
what or you might end up in Florida
with six bottles of shampoo and no
toothpaste.
Another important tidbit to keep in
mind is when packing for the trip down
don't stuff your bag to its limits. If you
have to sit on it to close it now. how is it
going to be after you've collected
seashells. bought souvenirs and that
irresistable bathing suit you found'
Well, these tips should get you to
Florida in fair shape and packing to
come home will be a lot easier. Just
cram everything as tightly as possible
into your suitcase, have all your friends
sit on it and then close it.
You might have to wear your new
bathing suit, carry all your souvenirs
and hold onto your stuffed panda bear,
but at least you've only got one suitcase
to carry home

Greek news:

Lambda Chi presents awards
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity held
annual Parents' Day and Awards
Banquet March :i at Hall's Restaurant
15(1 were on hand to witness the
presentation to the new officers by
chancellor Dale Adkins.
Those officers were Greg Collins,
president;
Bryan Barnes, vicepresident ; Kevin Bishop, secretary.
Bob Blackburn, treasurer; Danny

Crabtree. fraternity educator; Joe
Charles, recruitment chairman; Vince
Chrisman. ritualist; Mark Mclntosh.
scholastic chairman; Rick Clevinger.
social chairman; Randy Biggs, alumni
secretary; David Oakley, cresent
coordinator.
Other awards presented were Perfect
4.0 GPA and Highest Active GPA to
Brian Ward. Highest Associate GPA to
Rob Miller. Highest Big Brother - Little

Brother GPA to Ricky Chappel and
Bryan Barnes. Athlete of the Year to
Rick Clevinger. Alumni of the Year to
Walt Browning. Walls Howard Award
• Outstanding Senior) to Keith Daniel.
After the award presentation. Wally
Howard, assistant to the secretary of
state, spoke on "What the Fraternity
Can Do for the Parents."
The closing benediction was given by
Tony Wilder. Fraternity Chaplin

Alpha Delta Pi's celebrate anniversary
Bv MARY ANN JENKINS
<;uest Writer
' Ten years ago. the women of Delta
Theta Pi. were officially recognized on
the University campus as a national
sorority - the Epsilon Phi chapter of
Alpha Delta Pi. Alpha Delta Pi itself is
the oldest secret society for women,
founded in 1851. One decade here at this
University seems but a minute in the
I2H year old history of an organization
originally known as the Adelphean
Society.
I Alpha Delta Pi at the University
delebrated its tenth anniversary at

Boone Tavern in Berea on Sunday.
March 4. The chapter was actually
recognized March 6. 1W9
The guest speaker for the event was
Nancy Green, Delta III Province
President of Alpha Delta Pi. "This is a
big milestone for a chapter." Green said
and continued by accentuating the value
of a college education and friendship
one comes to appreciate in a sorority.
Especially proud of Epsilon Phi she
said. "It usually takes a chapter more
lhan ten years before they earn the
Diamond Four-Point." This is the
highest award that can be given to an

Alpha Delta Pi chapter, based on excellence in scholarship, activities and
leadership. Epsilon Phi chapter -Unareceived the award for the past two
years
-Toasts were made to guests, including
Dr. Martha Mullins. chapter advisor.
Virginia Jinks, scholarship advisor.
Skip Daugherty. Director of Student
Activities and Nancy Green. Province
President
Those invited but unable to attend
were Mrs. Robert Stafford. National
Grand President. Mrs Russell Allen,
('•rand Vice-President of Collegiate

Advisor, and John and Judy Davenport.
Assistant Director of Student Activities
and Telford Hall Dorm Director
respectively
A brief history of Epsilon Phi was
presented by President Janet Widmann
Cathy Flynn and Mary Ann Jenkins
reviewed the past year's activities and
honors. Although the celebration ended
with everyone joining in to sing "The
Birthday Song" it was actually another
beginning. As Green said, "I look forward to seeing you all here for our 25th
anniversary."

-Campus Cinemas 1*2
616 Eastern By Pass

University Shopping Center
623-0588

HAIRMASTERS SALON
& SKIN CARE CENTER
Call For Appointment

Commonwealth
Coffee House entertains
Every Friday or Saturday night,
depending upon the number of per
formances. from II p.m. to 1 a m . a
Commonwealth coffee house presents
local amateur entertainment
The coffee house Is set up for those on
or off campus, who wish to express their
various talents Much of their en
tertainment at present includes dif
ferent types of folk music
Kevin Larson of Palmer Hall has been
playing al the coffee house for some
time, most of his music is by Cat
Stevens
According to Rob Leininger. president
of Commonwealth House Council, the
idea for such entertainment came from
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio
The coffee house provides a sound

system and a ttage for the performers
Mthoufth the coffee house is open to
invoric. there are no payments to the
perliM piers
Tin ' "i"! i.-iuimi'iii usuallv includes
two ic is each lasting from I to 1 and a
hall hMII*1
I eininget said that Commonwealth
lotiei- house is "a place where people
. .HI pla) and get recognition."
When the weal her gets warmer, the
coffee bouse may possibly move their
acts to the stage in the ravine.
The next entertainment will be held
March 2:t the weekend after spring
break
Anyone Interested in performing
should contact l> ininger for more information

Andy's Pizza *
Palace n
"Got those late night
'Gee, I'm hungry' blues?"
We'za gotza the cure?

623-3651

A Hot And Tasty Pizza
Delivered Right To Your Door

218 South Porter Dr.

350 EASTERN BYPASS
6235400

Spring Break break.

ROBBY
COLLEEN
TOM
JENNIFER
BENSON DEWHURST SKERRTTT WARREN
<E2
VSST

rTMN-HOLLY
DAVID
LYNNIOHNSON
HUFFMAN

Before you Spring vacate, drive thru McDonald's
Drive thru on your vay out of town. It's a great

|PC|W.T«I tu—n

amum -oj
I—J*a «"%r —*-X-.~-^

_. Last Chance to See
KAROLDANDMAUDE 7 35.y 25

way to begin a well-deserved break. Have a safe
trip.

^

Your eyes .ire the most expressive part of you.
Yves Saint Laurent has created His eve designs to
enhance your personal style, Eyewear that is always
I Saint Lauren>yet importantly ilways you, Pay us a
visitanri view our complye' Collector oi eyewear by j
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Eastern-ftyPass

Richmond

7:40-9:20- Fri I Sat 11:00
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Pam Jones schedules
her own spring break
ll> l.tsx Mi:
Staff u i iirr
It's Miirili nguin. and the sun. sand
lilMlsin I ol l..mri<nl;ili\ Daylnna. Miami
ami I'M'II I he Bahamas an- beckoning i«
CSMJpr survivors nl imd-lcrm week
Hut very Mule sun reaches, and sand
is iinl allowed In Ihe wards of SI Joseph
Hospital, where ime pale coed will be
spending Spring Kreak
I'.mi .lones. a Junior (ieoloKy major
from l-nwlnn. Kentucky, will be having
her lonsils "yankefl nut" ' her words■
hrifihl and early Monday morning.
March 12
"I've been gelling tonsillitis often for
ihi-past several years Hut just recently
it's gotten lo lie loo much." she said
l-ist semester. Jones missed two
finals liecause of a severe attack that

laid her low Ihe last week of school
i was so sick I just never wanted to
wl that sick again.'' she recalled
Hut Ihe last week of January. Pam's
lonsils flared up again That did it Out
Ihcy would come
A surgeon in l-oxington agreed, and
scheduled Ihe operation It seems a
terrible way to spend Spring Break, but
Jones disagrees
"I wanted lo get it over with. If I
waited till summer. I might get sick
again and miss more school "
Jones did rot. it is true, have reservations lor a place in Ihe sun. but she did
have vacation plans
"I was going with my family to
Dayton to slay with my sister, who is
expecting her first child." she ex-

plained
Believe it or not. Jones really does nol
resent lying in the hospital with a very
sore throat while most of her friends are
soaking up sun and fun on Ihe beaches of
Florida.
"I can't really think of why I should be
lealous. because I've nver been to
Florida and I don't know what I'm
missing "
But for Pam. there's an extra added
attraction in Ix-xington that just may
have been Ihe crucial factor in her
decision
"I'm glad I'm going to l,exington
liecause my boyfriend lives there and he
says he'll come see me every day."
Come lo think of it. she might be
netting Ihe better deal after all

Earn cash instead of credit
for taking exams
ii. KONfiAMI
Staff Writer
It's mil
often students at this
I nixersily get paid lo lake exams But
now students can earn money for taking
one particular lest and at the same time
help their school
Three hundred sophomores and
seniors will Iw invited this spring and
next tail lo lake tests so thai the
I'Diversity can see Ihe effectiveness of
its general education program
"The I'niversilv
is interested in
knowing to what extent our general
studies courses prepare our students to
lake their place in society.' according
lo III Joseph K Schwcndeman Jr who
is responsible for gelling Ihe lests
organi7i'd on campus

30 institutions across the United
Stales are included in the testing, including the University of Kentucky
The name of ihe tests. The College
Outcome
Measurement
Project
I'liMP'. was devised due lo the concern of educators, parents and
students who believe colleges are not
preparing students to become effective
members of society.
\dminislrators are hoping these tests
will significantly improve the general
education program in many schools
across ihe country, including Ihe
University They are hoping that there
will be ii great deal of student participation and an enthusiastic faculty to
encourage students lo take the test
riiMI' will lest students in the

following six areas: ability lo communicate: lo solve problems: to clarify
values: lo function within social institutions:
to use science
and
technology, and to use the arts.
•They're radically different - highly
innovative in finding ways lo determine
what students do know, rather than
whether they know what educators
think they ought to know." said Dr
Bruce Macl-ircn. a faculty member
working with Schwcndeman
Students must first meet established
criteria lo lake Ihe lest Those who are
eligible lo participate will be contacted
within the next few weeks The tests will
lie given the week of March 26-30 and
participants will be informed of the
results of ihe testing at the end of April.

Philosophy Department slates
study trip to Israel
Students who would like In lake an
mtersession course thai combines an
intensive Studv w ilh high adventure are
m iied in go to Israel this spring for a
course entitled "The Keliginus Ideas of
'he iild and New Testaments in Their
Historical and (leorgraphical Contexts." which will include a visit to
every significant place in the country
The study trip, offered by the
department of philosophy and religion
and led by Robert Miller, chairman of
the department, will count as a three
hour religion elective The group will
leave Richmond May 11 and return June
10.

Kach day in Israel will consist of
preparatory lectures for the day's
travels, according lo Miller. The
visitations will include the famous and
significant si'es. such as the Old City of
Jerusalem. Bethlehem. Nazareth.
Capernaum on the Sea of Galilee.
Kadesh Harnea. Shechem. Samaria. Mt.
Sinai. Beer Sheba. and Masada. and
also many lesser known ancient sites
which recent archeological excavations
have caused scholars to place great
importance on. such as Gamla. Ai. the
caves of Qumran where the Dead Sea
Scrolls were found. Beth Shean. and
Dor
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"Since 1968 there has been a dramatic
increase in archeological activity, and
this has produced a significant amount
of information now available for a
heller understanding of the Biblical
literature." says Miller. "The goal of
the mtersession course is lo study the
religious ideas of ancient Israel in this
now expanded archeological and
historical context."
For further information about the
trip, which has a limited enrollment,
contact Dr. Robert Miller, chairman,
department of philosophy and religion.
Wallace Building 202: phone 622-5871.
Reservation must he made by March 6.
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Spring is sprung, at least according to
these two coeds Gent Ferguson, a
freshman broadcasting major from
Maysville. takes advantage of the
wonderful weather lo soak up some sun
and get some studying done in Ihe
Ravine l.inda Miller uses, the nice
weather In bone up her frisbee catching
abilities Miller is from Cincinnati and is
majoring in elementary education
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'Clothes cents'
Cottons make spring fashion comfortable
loaded with merchandise begging to be
taken home at quite an affordable price
The merchants practically give away
these "i>ut-of-date" styles. Be on the
lookout and don't be afraid to dig in the
heaps of clothing in the stores You can
average spending six to eight dollars for
a shirt which would normally go for $15
lo S18. And that's making good
•Clothing Cents."
Since the merchants aren't aware of
the buys you're getting for these so
called "out-of-date" styles, take ad
vantage of them Out-smarting them
makes the buying that much more fun.
Another big hit this past year was the
mandarin collar shirt and it promises to
be equally in demand for spring These
are coming in an array of materials,
from oxford cloth to madras and for
casual as well as formal wear. Sale
findings may be slim since these are
relatively new to the market.
Are you wondering what to wear to get
thai T-shirt comfort with a little style'
Then start looking for the IZOD. These
are the shirts with the alligator on the
chest.
Everyone from Kennington lo Male
has tried lo come up with a shirt to intercept the market with very little
success The IZOD is hard to beat
because it offers wash an wear material
with no fading and little shrinkage. It is
a good strong, durable shirt that will
hold up for those hot fall nights too.
In this region the average price for the
IZOD is $17 to $22 But those friends

Bv STEVEN D. LYONS
Staff Writer
The sports page is taken, the arts has
its columnist. Verl Wilkinson is doing
current events (?). the snow is still
coming down and I'm going crazy while
winter pays one final visit.
But watch out! Spring is around the
corner and the forecast reads cool,
natural, comfortable cottons for all
purpose wear.
As you well know, the clothing
business is a multi-bill'on dollar industry. So. before you go spending those
hard-earned dollars and cents, consider
vour needs and wants and fashion these
around the styles. With this in mind you
will have many avenues open to consideration
First avenue leads you directly home
Dad's old clothes closet is an oil well for
spring and it won't cost a dollar a gallon
Those button-down collar shirts
hanging there are showing big from
New York to Los Angeles. They're
impressive for formal wear as well as
casual wear. "Button down collar shirts
denote education." says one authority
Your father's button-downs will tend
lo contain more cotton than the newer
ones which generally are 65 percent
polyester. 35 percent cotton The open
weave I called oxford cloth) allows you
to stay comfortable and cool while
looking good.
Second avenue lakes you to the sales
tables This time of year the stores are

Sororities are 'constantly in rush'
sorority floor > but its riot fair to split us
up. We have to live somewhere."
The fraternities will soon have solved
the problem of living quarters with the
impending construction of a Fraternity
Row. a change not shared by the
sororities because of a lack of funds
"1 feel cheated about Fraternity
Row." says Abies. "I'd love to have a
house."
Reaction to Fraternity Row may well
he mixed Wgnetjand. a chapter houfc
is an addeu W|l9» '° offer rushees, bat
at Ihe same time, it will cut fraternities
off from the rest of campus.
Rut beyond the controversies, beyond
the misunderstandings, fraternities
exist for the benefit of their members,
past and future.
As one independent explained, "I
didn't rush because I wasn't familiar
with any sororities But I've gotten to
know more people in sororities. I'll
probably rush in the spring."

"Real rush starts after formal rush is Floor Palmer and the Society of
as
well
as
service
over. Thai's when we really have to Friends,
show our faces and let people know what organizations like Lambda Sigma and
Kappa Delta Tau.
"I never even considered rushing we're really like."
Bui Abies, who is a member of
Abies herself is a shining example of
because I just thought they were
what Ihe Greek system claims that it lambda Sigma, doesn't feel that the
snobbish."
friendship and activities offered in those
"Fraternities and sororities have to can do.
"I joined because I wanted to be more organizations campares to the much
be constantly aware of public relationsIhat's how we attract new members." active in college." Abies says. "Of broader scope of Greek life.
"Being a Greek makes vou part of a
The first speaker is a non-Greek who. course, some of it was for the prestige,
despite her prejudices, readily admits but mainly lo meet people. It's really bigger organization on campus." she
"I don't know anybody in a sorority helped me get over my shyness. I'm.
Being an integral "par? oftampus life
really well-I just go by what I hear." more comfortable around people now."
Abies
defends
the
apparent is very important to the survival at a
The second is Jenny Curtis, assistant
to Ihe director of student activities. monopolization of campus activities by fraternity or sorority. Even though the
Curtis points out that despite the many the Greeks by saying. "Greeks help location of sororities on dormitory floors
misconceptions about Greeks, it is to the promote University activities. We get has created a number of problems for
advantage of a fraternity or sorority to people involved in school spirit. I think Greeks and independents alike. Abies
cultivate a good image among in- fraternities and sororities make a explains being located among nonGreeks, instead of separated from them
dependents, since that is where new campus what it is."
Of course. Greeks aren't the only is vital to the successful public relations
come from.
i members
"We're constantly in Rush." says organizations on campus. Besides of any sorority.
"It's an infringement on them (inPaula Abies, rush and public relations special interest clubs, there are also
chairman for. Kappa Alpha Theta. "non-Greek fraternities" like Fifth dependents who have to live on a
Bv LISA AUG
Staff Writer
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place in casual wear. Any tie will do as
long as it's thin.
Secondly, the tie clip can be worn to
give that executive took. It should be
worn on the last third of the tie.
However, the piercing tie clip can be
worn higher in order to arch the tie.
Thirdly, the collar clip is showing up
in men's wear again. The collar clip is a
metal bar that attaches to each side of
Ihe collar under the tie. This also gives
the lie a lift or arch but only higher This
is the most popular accessory in
campus wardrobes across the country
lastly, the cuff link is back and
becoming a huge success, but mostly in
Kurope and New York. But granted, it
Pint, ties are in and the thinner the will make its appearance in finer stores
better. Unless you inherit your grand- across the country by late spring.
If you plan on shopping, be aware. Use
father's you'll be buying and wearing
the two inch designer ties. Thev're Ihe store to your advantage -Clothing
coming in materials from yarn to Cents' makes you feel better and
brushed cotton Ties have even found a hopefully look better
from New York or bigger cities will be
glad lo send you a few from their local
outlets where they average $8 to $12.
Accessories
Even in the clothing industry, history
repeats itself.
Accessories for men have made a
great come back The emergence of the
■to's styles has opened the market for
I hose little whatchmacallits, where they
were once an important part of a man's
wardrobe.
Many of these accessories can be
found in junk stores and your father's
jewelry box. What are some of these
trinkets and how do you wear them'
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'Erin Go Braugh'- (Ireland Forever)

St. Patrick:
An adventurous , scholarly man who became a legend
H\ DKHItlM.XSKIV
Waff Writer
Wlial il;iy in March brings In mind
-nakes. shamrocks, crosses. Ireland.
mil irn- song. 'The Wearing of Ihe
< iflTIl ""

si I'iiih.k imhnul UBMBI A D > is ihe
tutrnn Kainl of Ireland as well as a sainl
i-l MM- Unman Catholic Church He was
mini in Hannavem which may have
'•eon in England near The Severn
estuary, nr in Scotland near the miidern
eil\ "I Dumbarton.
The saint's Hrilish name is said to
have ln-en Sncal I'alrick is Ihe English
form nl his l«itin name Parlicius
Si
Patrick's life was full of adventures lie was captured by Irish

pirates al ihe age of IB They returned to
Ireland with him and set him to lending
ihe flocks of a chieftan in I'lster

Today about 95 percent of the Irish
people are Unman Catholics. The Irish
Constitution recogni7.es that Roman

During Ins six years ol slavery, he
became a devoted Christian. He
escaped to Krance and became a monk

Catholicism is the chief religion in
Ireland, hul it also guarantees the
proptf Ihe right lo worship as Ihey
choose

In 4:t2 AD . a vision led him lo return
in Ireland as a Christian missionary
The Irish people accepted Christianity
enthusiastically and il is here thai he
spent the rest of his life.
He was said lo have, "found Ireland
all beaihen and left il all Christian '"
St I'alrick founded over 300 churches
and baptized more than 120.000 persons
The Irishmen came Io regard Patrick
as their patron iguardian) saint.

The country's largest Protestant
church is Ihe Church of Ireland. Other
Protestant churches in Ireland include
the Methndisl and Presbyterian
churches.
Many legends have grown up about St.
Patrick
It is because of him that Ihe shamrock
is the national flower of Ireland, l-egeml
has it that St Patrick planted il in
Ireland because its three small leaves

represented ihe Holy Trinity All loyal
sons of Ireland slijl wear a shamrock in
their lapels on SI. Patrick's Day.
The name shamrock is anglicized
Irom seamrog. which means trefoil
ilhree-leaved). It is given to a number
■>l plnnls. hul a small clover is usually
considered ihe true shamrock
Its
leaves have a blue-green color Some
authorities say Ihe wood sorrell is the
true shamrock. Its leaves are like those
of the while clover
The shamrock appears with Ihe thistle
and the rose on Ihe British coal of arms.
Iiecause these are Ihe national flowers
of Ireland. Scotland, and England
Another well known legend about St.
Patrick is that he charmed the snakes of
Ireland down to the seashore so lhat
they were driven into Ihe water and
drowned.

Much study has lieen given lo St.
I'alrick. but iillle thai goes beyond the
testimony of his own writings can be
accepted as certain

Today, his least day. March 17 is a
le
national holiday, when Irish pfopl
.
SI
throuehout the world celebrat
Patrick's Day

He left an autobiography in his
Confession, written in crude l^alin.

Mis death on March 17. has bedn oh
served in America since colonial days
The Knendlv SOW of St Pn'ricl wa«
■ ganized in Philadelphia In New Vork
Irishmen of the Roman Catholic and
I'rebvlerian faiths organized arothei
chapter of Ihe society

Resides his church work. St Patrick
also introduced the Roman alphabet and
I-Jilin literature into Ireland. After his
death about 461 Irish monasteries
nourished as centers of learning.
Many relics of this saint were held
sacred for a ihousand years, but some of
ihem were destroyed during the
Reformation A four-sided iron bell, said
to be his is in the Museum of Arts and
Sciences in Dublin. An ancient stone
chair is on the Kock of ('a she I

Since 1845. observance of the da has
become nationwide, complete |with
special wearing apparel, floxfers.
shamrocks, and greeting cards Rome
cities hold Si Patrick's Day parades
SI Patrick's Day is much more ijian a
ireligious holiday for Ihe Irish f/
spring holiday lo be enjoyed by all
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Sports
Iceman Tierney swishes Eastern into
NCAA's with controversial free throws
Kv KEN T1NGI.KY
Sporls Milor
Ijave Tierney's two pressure-packed
I re* i hrows with no time showing on the
clock capped at most bizarre 78-77
K-nirm victory over arch rival Western
Kentucky and gave the Colonels the
live Tournament Championship and a
firsfctlass ticket to Murfreesboro. TN
;irtt the NCAA Tournament.
The Championship game was your
typical Kastem. Western dogfight with
the lead changing hands 18 times. Until
the end. that's where things started to
get bizarre.
Wtih 1:12 left in the contest Western
railed a timeout with a one point lead
and the ball. It looked dark for Byhre's
crew Mike Reese, who had 18 points,
was fouled by Bruce Jones and quietly
put two through the net for a three point
hulge and 0:51 left on the clock.
It was now lime for some strategy
Eastern had just turned the ball over
and Western went to the stall. Byhre
took nut starting center. Dave Bootcheck, in favor of the quickness of
guard. Dnnnie Moore. It paid off.
The Colonels forced a turnover and
Moore, although ice cold off the bench
came down and put Eastern within one
with a 10 foot jumper.
A. long pass on the inbounds pass
looked like Western had beaten the
press and was in a good shape to run out
the clock but Reese in his excitement
traveled to give the ball back to the
home team with 0:35 left.
. Eastern took time out number four to
talk about it but what was to happen in
I he next seconds was not planned.
Jones took a jumper and missed.
Elliott rebounded but missed the next
shot. Tierney went up for the tip as the
hall'sat on the rim. The buzzer sounded.
the ball rolled out and Western went
wikj Rut the refs said wait a minute.
,Apd they waited over five minutes
trying to decide if Rick Wray's foul had
ntufied before or after the buzzer.
After a long conference with the
timekeeper, the verdict was decided.
The stage was set: 6.500 fans
screaming in Tierney's ear and goose
eggs on the clock. Tierney stepped to the
line. "You can't begin to imagine what
was. going through my mind," said the
iceman Tierney. "I knew in the back of
my mind that I was the one fouled but I
didn't know whether it was before or
after the buzzer.
:'! tried to ignore the crowd and
concentrate on my form. My form was
off during the night so I said a little
— before I stepped up to line," said

complishment
Western coach Gene Keady was a
little less complimentary. He blasted
the officials and the timekeeper for the
decision which led to the end of the
Hilltopper season
"I hope he (timekeeper) goes to
Heaven but he doesn't deserve it." said
a dejected and irate Keady. "If people
have courage they make the.right
decisions under pressure. They didn't
have the guts and they didn't make the
right decision "
The finish wasn't the only thing that
was unusual either. Byhre surprised
everyone by starting Dave Bootcheck at

center and the junior went out and
played 39 minutes of inspired ball.
"I wanted to start real bad," said a
fatigued Bootcheck. "I was dying in the
last two minutes but Coach Byhre said
■What's two minutes when you have a
chance at the NCAA's what else is
there."
The play of James Tillman surprised
everyone. Tillman had his worst night of
the year as he could only manage four
points while shooting one for seven from
the field He fouled out with 7:44 left in
the contest.
Without Tillman the Colonels had to
prove that they were still an excellent

team and capable of scoring without me
third leading scorer in the country.
Jones and Elliott picked up the offensive slack as they combined for 48
points. Jones also dished out 12 assists
and made some amazing twisting
layups. But without Tiltman's consistent
scoring it was Elliott and Jones with
their consistent perimeter shooting that
kept the Colonels in the game.
Vic Merchant also played a key role
as he proved a tower of strength under
the boards, hauling down 13 rebounds, a
season high for him. Merchant added 10
points but was at his best down the
stretch as he played most of the second
half with four fouls and without the
rebounding help of Tillman.
The Championship game marked the
third time that Eastern had met
Western this year. However, this is the
first time the Colonels came out victorious In fact the last meeting at the
Coliseum ended in the same score as the
Championship game but that time
Western won.
EASTERN KENTUCKY (781
Tillman 1 2-2 4. Merchant 5 0-0 10.
Bootcheck 2 1-2 5. Jones 12 2-3 26. Elliott
10 2-2 22. Tierney 3 3-5 9. Williams 0 04 0.
Moore 1 0-0 2.

WESTERN KENTUCKY (77)
Jackson 11 2-2 24. Prince 2 1-15. Wray
3 0-0 6. Trumbo 3 4-4 10. Reese 7 4-5 18.
McCormick 0 0-0 0. Washington 4 0-0 8.
Kurhach 0 0-0 0. Thomas 2 0-0 4. Dildy 0
2-4 2.
Haltime - Eastern 43. Western 41
Total fouls Eastern 20. Western 15
Fouled out Tillman Alt 6.500 est
The opening round of the tournament
was a relatively calm affair compared
to the confusion, disarray and pandemonium which occurred on Saturday.
The Colonels captured a 90-81 victory
for their third win over Middle Tennessee this year. Tillman led all scorers
with 30 points. Elliott had 25 while
Merchant and Jones had 12 apiece.
The game was a lot closer than the
score would indicate as Eastern held but
a two point lead with 0:54 left. Some
clutch free throws by Jones and Elliott
sealed the game and the Colonels ticket
to the championship.
COLONEL CORNER: Eastern placed
three men on the All-Tourney team:
Jones. Tillman. and Elliott. Greg
Jackson of Western was named the
Tourney MVP and Greg Joyner rounded
out the elite Tive.
Eastern now has a record of 21-7. The
Colonels were 14-1 at home and 7-6 on
the road but from now on its all on the
road.

first one swished, the second hit
twine on the rim and settled through the
ind into the history books.
ihim broke loose in the
as the crowd spilled over onto
and the ceremonious cutting of
began. Jones bringing one down
the other as Elliott and
an throned themselves on top of
rims and held court with the
Coliseum crowd for truly they were the
king* of the OVC.
OVC Coach of the Year, Ed Byhre
comhiented, "How can a Ud with that
of pressure step up and do
ling like that is quite an ac-

EASTERN KENTUCKY (90)
Tillman 12 6-7 30. Merchant 3 6-6 12.
Dale Jenkins 0 0-0 0. Jones 3 64 i2.
Elliott 10 54 25. Tierney 2 1-1 5. Bootcheck 3 0-1 6.

Dave Tierney. the eventual hero of Saturday's championship tournament game
stretches for the tip-in. Tierney soared nine points for the night but none were
ever as important as the last two.

MIDDLE TENNESSEE (81)
Joyner 10 6-6 26, Coleman 7 2-3 16.
Harris 9 2-2 20. Haynie 3 2-2 8. Armstrong 1 3-4 5, Riley 2 2-26. Martin 0 04) 0,
Johnson 0 0-0 0.
Halftime - Middle 42. Eastern 40.
Total fouls -Eastern 20. Middle 20.
Fouled out - Riley. Bootcheck.
Technical fouls - Jimmy Earle. Joyner.
Att. 6.100 est.

meson stars in last meet

efending Eels
se Midwest's to Western at wire
By WILLIE SAWYERS
Staff Writer
"ft'i a hard way to end a season. But
as k>ng as the boys swim as well as they
possibly can. what can you do We had
tncoest meet in my four years as head
cejch and we were so close but yet so
r arjway."
TJiese were the comments of Eel*
Cosfh Dan I.ichty as be dejectedly
tarkVd about the Midwest Championships last weekend where the Eels
wer» edged by rival Western Kentucky
by only three points. Eastern lost the
meet despite setting 12 school records
"t hate to lose more than anyone.
especially to Western," Lichty con
tinq d "I can look down at the score
shil 1 and see where everyone on the
tea) i could have picked up the extra
tan i points But I can also look at the 12
saht ol records . .. bow can you expect

anymore from anybody?"
The meet turned out to be a real battle
between Eastern and Western. Western
had beaten the Eels twice during the
regular season but Eastern was the
defending Midwest champs. The outcome of the meet was not decided until
the final event. The final score was
Western 446 and Eastern 443. The rest of
the teams in the meet were almost 150
points behind.
It is hard to imagine a team setting 12
school records and compiling seventeen
lifetime best swims and still lose the
meet. But that just indicates, just how
well Western swam. Another indication
of how unusually well Western swam
was the fact that Eel, Gary Jameson set
five school records in the six events he
swam in but managed to finish first In
only two of those events.
Jameson, a senior from Nashville,
was considered one of the leaders of the

Eels squad and has been an outstanding
swimmer in his four years at Eastern. It

was fitting that Jameson had his finest
performance in his last meet as an Eel.
John Meisenheimer. also a senior and
captain of the Eels, set a team record in
the 200 freestyle and along with Chris
Gray. Chip Davis and Jameson, set a
new record in the 800 freestyle relay.
Gray, the top performer for Eastern all
year, set records in the 500,100, and 1650
freestyle. Dennis Bright and Brad
Burch were the other individual record
breakers for Eastern.
Coach Lichty stated that this year'a
team was his best in four years and he
said that he would miss the leadership
that
the seniors Ray
House,
Meisenheimer and Jameson had given
the team. "I set my goal at the beginning of the season to break nine school
records. I think we accomplished

everything we set out to do except beat
Western. But that will give us something
to work for next year."

Tennessee is the
test as Colonels
go national
Bv CHRIS EI.SBF.RRV
Start Writer
Despite all the controversy that has
arisen from the protest filed by Western
Kentucky over the finish of the OVC
Tournament Championship game, the
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky and 39
other teams are preparing for the NCAA
Tournament beginning this Friday night
with sub-regional games all over the
country.
Eastern faces the Southeastern
Conference Tournament Champion
Tennessee in a first round game at 10:36
p.m (EST) in Middle Tennessee's
Murphy Center at Murfreesboro. The
other game puts independent Detroit
against Southland Conference Champion l-imar Tech. The winner of the
EKl'-UT game must face number five
ranked Notre Dame on Sunday afternoon.
The Vols are currently 20-11 on the
year, and are fresh from a 83-79 overtime victory over Kentucky in the finals
of (he SEC Tournament On the other
hand, the Colonels are 21-7 overall and
are making their first NCAA appearance since 1971-72
Head Coach Ed Byhre and his staff
are busily preparing for Friday's game
hut they are having difficulty in compiling much information.
"We just don't know that much about
ihem." said Byhre "We've seen some
films and received some scouting
reports on Tennessee, but we haven't
had time to really look over them."
"Two things that I do know is that
they are very aggressive and that they
have a great enthusiasm for the game."
said Byhre. "These are the things that
we try to stress in our program too. I
'really like that style of play."
Both squads seem to match up fairly
even size wise, according to Byhre. "UT
is very, very similar to us." he began.
"They have three real good players that
do much of their scoring, but they are

not any bigger or stronger physically
than us."
"Their guards 'Berlelkamp anil
Carter) are both around 6-3. hut our
guards can jump real well Thc\ have a
6-7center. (Dale Jenkins is 6-8) hut our
only problem is going to be with Reggie
Johnson. He's a 6-9 forward and we're
having to go with Vic i Merchant who's
6-5) on him "
Tennessee Head Coach Don DeVoe
was evasive to say the least in uetting
him to answer questions about the
upcoming game. "I'm not going to say
anything to any sports writer (hat would
hamper our preparation for Eastern
Kentucky You're asking me 'iiore
questions about my team than I've heen
asked all year "
However, the Tennessee coach did
have some compliments for the maroon
and white 'Eastern has an outstanding
basketball team." said DeVoe
\ny
team that gets in the NCAA has lo be
good They are a great scoring ball club,
(averaging 86.H as a team i and it's
going to be very difficult to stop them
The usual Volunteer Starting lineup M
as follows: Terry Crosby and Reggie
Johnson at the forwards. Bert Her
telkampand Gary Carter at the guards,
and Howard Wood at center, but 1 •cVoe
is not talking about anything
"I don't know who we are u.Mng to
start on Friday and I really dci i care
All I will say is that we are working to
improve our own hall club foi the game
on Friday
Byhre is optimistic 'We are nisi
going to play as hard as we can against
Tennessee." he said "No matter if we
win or lose my team is going to give an
all out effort."
"After we won the championship on
Saturday, people were telling me that
basketball fs back at Eastern
said
Byhre. "Well, just look at ibose
(pointing to the two OVC Championship
trophies) and our record. I think that
speaks for itself that basketball is in
deed back "

Netters ace
Carson-Newman;
lose two on road
BvCRAIG COMBS
Staff Writer
The Colonel netters hit the road for the
first time this season last weekend,
winning one of three matches at East
Tennessee.
Eastern fell to host East Tennessee on
Friday 8-1, with only John Rowlette in
number six singles coming away with a
win. Rowlette beat Pierre Blais 6-4, 6-4,
avenging an earlier loss to Blais when
the Buccaneers came to Richmond in
January.
On Saturday, the Colonels beat Carson
- Newman 6-3. then fell to Purdue
University in the weekend's most exciting match. 5-4.
Rich Vandish in number three, Mark
Holstein in four and Glen Raglin in six
all won their single's matches against
Carson - Newman in straight sets.

The Colonels swept all three doubles
divisions to break the deadlock and take
a 6-3 win.
In a match that wasn't decided until
the completion of number three doubles
the Colonels fell to Purdue ol the Rig
Ten.
Jeff Zinn. in number one. took a win
over John Cochran fi-4. 8-3, and in
number two. Rich Vandish heal
Boilermaker Steve Pnieter. «-3. 6-2.
After losses in numbers three . tour and
five singles, the Colonels lied up the
match when Glen Raglin beat John
Bevere 6-7. 6-4. 6-3.
In the deciding match, the Boiler
maker pair of Paul Cantrell and John
Bevere tripped Eastern's team of
Rowlette - l.andrum in number three in
a tense three-setter, 6-4. 6-7. «-4
The Colonels finished play over the
weekend with a 3-5 overall record.

Lady netters
s' wing into spring with double loss
By FRANK BUSH
Staff Writer
A ipearing on the campus*last week
wet i the first signs of spring. Everyone
taw vs the connotations that accompany
cheerful seaion: golf, track,
■II. and, oh yes, one of man's or
jld I say woman's, ( rapidly
Roping sport*:11 «■*.•.\,fc '
Univti»,,yi woolen's tennis
made its first appearance' last
■r
In Its Init /spring matches
ratty of Tennessee at cnatUnoega"which were'both
hekf at Eastern. The women lost both
matches to tough] competition. The
taujh competitor is to prepare 1-. :.vt
rejwmal tournament in May.

One senior tops off the 1979 women's
For a little review, the tennis team
performed excellent during the fall tennis team, Kathy Lisch from
season, placing second in the KWIC. The Springfield. OH. Other performers are
team will now be able to compete in the sophomores Mendy Jackson and Mary
Hochwalt.
Region II Tournament. May 9 - 12 at
Newer additions to this year's team
Clemson. S.C.
are. freshman. Deanna Addis, who
The main, objective for the spring ranked 13th in the Western Tennis
season, according to graduate assistant Association ratings. Joining • her is
coach Jean Varker is to prepare for the I'nscilla Kelson, a junior transfer, who
regions,JMJ*I-'"-'"-'-■ *•»* .competition'. ranked 18th in the Florida Tennis
"Playing (•&■■■« aVJ T**,lfc- ; *
.
..- ML ._ high school.
makes us better prepared, and we are
The women's, tennis team is coming
aatisfiedw4ththeoiitcome«sofaj;"r.'>T?orf an e*criteA fall season • placing
Varker
.
sfcorid i© the KWIC- with a superb 13-2
Varfer also had tnur iu say. "Our first won-irtst' record, some rmpreSarve
two games were very tough, Kentucky victories were over Vanderbilt and
'toinessee The women's next match is
was the fall 'KWIC Champions while UT
C waa the small college national sHicme against IU on March 2$ at 2
p.m.
champions lest^ar."-

When all eyes are on you, as is the case with Dave Tierney
here, you tend to get a bit nervious. But the 9-3 guard free.
Louisville didn't seem to mind all the pressure Saturday

night as he casually put in two pressure packed free throws to
give Eastern the OVC Tournament title and trip to the-. -?
NCAAs.
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Cinderella needs 'luck of the Irish'

,

V

9SH BE

nave Rootcheck (white uniform), a surprise starter at center in the championship Rame played an inspired game as is shown here. Dave got so excited at
times that he got opponents heads mixed up with the ball. Bootcheck corrected
ihe error and eventually got the ball.

The story of Cinderella is not just
a fairy tale, at least not for
basketball teams from such
conferences as the Big Sky,
Southern, Southland and Sun Belt
and yes the OVC.
It's the only thing that many of
these teams from weaker conferences can bank on. They have to
hope to get hot and become that one
Cinderella team that there always
seems to be each year.
Teams like Lamar, Jacksonville,
Weber St.,. Utah St., Peperdine,
Eastern and Iona all have fairly
good chances to advance to' the
second round but after that they can
look forward to playing the
Michigan States, the Indiana States,
the Arkansas', the Depauls, the
UCLAs and the Notre Dames.
Not much to look forward to, is
it? Unless...Unless...
The young Ed Byhre toils, hands
and knees shining the hard wooden
floors in the Coliseum. Week after
week his work never ends, no matter
what tools he uses. But this year he
has a new waxer from Washington
D.C. and maybe that will make the
floors and the future brighter.
Suddenly one night in the gleam
of the floor, young Ed's fairy
godfather appears before him.
"Ed. why haven't you gone to the
ball."
"I can't, my work hasn't been
finished. I have to beat Dayton. By
the way, what the hell are you."
"I'm your fairy godfather Ed and
I can make that pumpkin colored
basketball turn into a Dayton win."

"I'd appreciate it much more if
you were a seven foot center who
could score 20 points a game. By the
way can you slam-dunk?"
"No Ed, I can't use my little
wand for that but I can turn another
one of those old pumpkin colored
basketballs into a win over North
Carolina-Charlotte.''

Ken
Tingley
Sports Editor
"That's ridiculous, I'll have to
work real hard that night and even
then I'll be lucky if they don't throw
me out of the arena at Charlotte for
a rotten job."
"Well Ed how about if I turn all
those empty water jugs into a bunch
of OVC victories."
"I'd settle for never having to
play in Diddle Arena ever again."
"Can you go to the ball now Ed."
"No, not yet. Mr. Gale Catlett is
coming in to inspect my work."
"I'm sure he'll approve Ed."
"He never has before."
"How about if 1 turn all those
water bottles and old pumpkin
colored basketballs into a giant
greyhound bus so that we can go to

Regionals next

Webber sets two records as gymnasts fall
Rv IK ill IXII I \l(
by a wrist injury for the last several
Ma ft Writer
weeks
Fielding a four-man learn that was
Despite losing the match. Coach Jerry
minus two starters. Eastern's men Calkin stated. "It was by far our best
gymnasts closed out their regular performance."
season by losing a dual meet to the
He added, though, that it was
University of Georgia by a score of "Irustrating" to have such a fine per18685 lo 159.48 last Saturday in the formance and still score low and lose the
| Weaver Gymnasium
meet.
The Colonel squad was weakened by
With only four team members comihe noted absences of Guy Watson and peting. Calkin said that he was "exnave Smith, who were both sidelined tremely pleased" with what happened
with injuries
Saturday.
Watson broke his arm last week in
The Colonel performance was
practice, while Smith has been bothered highlighted by senior. Tony Webber.

When you see news happening

who was competing in his last home
meet, he set two new school records, one
in the floor exercise and one in the allaround score.
Webber eclipsed his previous school
record of 8.45 in the floor exercise with
an 8.75 mark and also broke the allaround score record which he set
several weeks ago with a 50.8 score.
Calkin also praised the performances
of Dave Cole. Stan Hewett. and Gibson
I locker. citing the fact that each one had
his best meet of the year on Saturday.
The coach commented that after the
first three events in the meet, the

iv

Cat 622-3106

Colonels were leading Georgia by one
point, but the next three events dropped
them out of the contest because of the
absence of Watson and Smith, who were
needed to carry the events.
He added that if Watson and Smith
had been in the line-up that the team felt
thai they could have beat Georgia.
Looking back on the season, Calkin
stated. "It has been a really good season
for i* and we are really happy with
what has happened."
The Colonels resume action on March
23-24 when they travel to Baton Rouge,
La., for the regional competition.
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Archies Upper Crust
263 East Main Street
Richmond. Kentucky
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from Fidelity Union Life has been
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plan on campuses all over America.
Find out why.Call theFidelity
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In Last Weeks Coupon We Regret

MEN'S WEAR

Clothes

RECORDS

SIDE ORDERS
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'Jem

Lowest Prices In Town
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Quote of the week'

■HP
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FOP

ROAST BEEF.
1.24
TURKEY
-J.24
HAM
1-24
HAM & CHEESE
1.34
SALAMI (Genoa)
.1 24
SALAMI & CHEESE......134
LIVERWORST.
1.14
TUNA SALAD
y.1-24
CHEESE.
A..1.14

DIAMOND DUST: Bob Vanai- )"''
ta's decision that Eastern had won '•"••4
the OVC Championship should be "'JJ'j^
his last major decision to affect the ( ,.
conference. He had resigned his post .,&*,<,
a week before the game and it will be ~- ■>;
effective beginning June 30.
■) ■':•'
Eastern's offensive basketball"'"-*'"
machine was rated 12th in the nationr>,ru"in the last NCAA statistics with an:**
85.5 average. That kind of scoringJT**J
could be essential in the Tennessee not.
game.
toiilW
Peggy Gay was the only woman "on-'
from Eastern voted to the AII-OVC •""■<*
freshman team for 1979.
*5*
Last week in my column I stated |n^'*
that the football and basketball ^p,,, „
teams were the only ones that madelto;.»,
any money. This was not true. What mliA
I was implying was that these were*''1''*
the only sports that the University "^
had any monetary return on.

"You can't begin to imagine what was going througH%iy mind; I tried teimtrfienr.f,^.,,
the crowd and concentrate on my form. My form wis off during Ihe night-fio 1 '" „ vn^
said a little prayer before I stepped up to the line."
'nblb
Dave Tieraey describing the two free throws he sank that sent Eastern to the ,.,,»,.
NCAA's.
,"bnif>
«*
Hi)

$758
List

8 TRACKS

Served on White, Rye
or Whole Wheel Breed.
Lettuce, Tomato. Meyo.
Mustard or Onion on
Reouett. 10c extra

"Yes Ed, that's what I'm here
for."
"How late could I stay?"
' 'The usual time, until midnight.''
"If I were at the ball I might be
able to attract another tall waxer to
go along with the one from
Washington D.C."
"Let's not be greedy, Ed, one is
enough."
"Can I at least stay until the
special guest arrives."
"You mean Mr. Digger Phelps,
don't you Ed."
"Yes I have always wanted to
meet him and show him my work."
"Don't take too much of his time
Ed. He's a busy man."
"Why is he so busy?"
"He's going W a trip to
Indianapolis and Salt Lake City."
"Well, why can't I go too."
"Ed, I hope I didn't mislead you
but on March 16, the Mideast
semifinals will be held and that's the
day before St. Patrick's Day and the
Irish have to be there."
"Why, I thought fairy godfathers
could do anything but slam-dunk."
"I'm sorry Ed but those
Leprechauns can do more than just

I
4

turn pumpkin colored basketballs }
into wins. They have something
called luck. It's very hard to beat the
luck of the Irish."
"Hmmmmmmm
"
"You seem depressed Ed."
"Don't stay out past midnight
Ed."
"If I find my Aunt Kelly in time I /8„
may stay out all night riding to Salt u '*,„,
Lake City waving to Digger out the JSth
back window."
otoeM
"Just one bit of advice to ya Ed -)/0
me boy. If a grand little man dressed , ,>,■,(,
in kelly green tries to slip a little n hrn:
green bootie on your foot, let him. -wiT
You might just live happily ever w^T/'
after."
" *"
"I think I'd
rather have the seven id
V! 22
,,
t"»ji
foot center.
(iw
It seems that once a year in the -yyV.r.:
NCAA there is a Cinderella team ti bug
that becomes the darling of the wn
media.
' •**
The Peperdines, Weber Slates and \J^
l.amars hope thai I heir fairy , ,|
godfathers are out here looking t*\r'i
alter them and a bit of the luck of ' tn:.
the Irish wouldn't hurt any either.
«•'*■•'
Happy St. Patrick's Day Mom. *~»*'

No. 4 South Porter Dr.
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the ball."
"No I have to wait and ask my
boss Mr. Vanatta."
"I'm sure Mr. Vanatta will have
no objection."
"You know, I'm beginning to like
you even though you can't shoot a
jump shot. Would you really let me
go to the ball?"
'
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Freshman is key to team

Behne tumbles her way
through life of gymnastics
H> J\NKTJACOBS
Staff Writer
Flipping and tumbling her way
through her first collegiate season,
ilespile a recurring wrist injury and bad
.inkles, is freshman Cheryl Behne. cocaptain ol the women's gymnastics
learn
With seven years of gymnastic experience behind her. Behne. along with
co-captain Khonda Wilkerson. has
helped lead the team to a 12-3 record,
having what
Assistant
Coach P.J.
Novak calls "'the key to a good gymnastconsistency."
Kehne's all-round average for the
season was XI points out of a possible 40.
which is equal to an average of eight in
each event
"She doesn't always score
the highest.'" said Head Coach Agnes
Chrietzberg. ""but we can rely on her
consistency Cheryl always comes
through."
Along with consistency, the gymnast
herself stresses the importance of selfconfidence while performing. "You've
got to go at it positively or you defeat
yourself before you get out there Threelourlhs of how you do depends on your
stale of mind "
This self-confidence is quite evident
as the V2'. 110-pound gymnast dances

her way through her floor exercise or
swings her way through her bar routine
As she carries out a series of leaps and
turns, she projects her personality
outward to the audience, sharing her
enthusiasm for the sport
Her key motivation is to "use my
Talent to glorify God because he gave it
to me in the first place, and to bring
enjoyment to the audience. You can
definitely tell the difference between
someone who enjoys gymnastics and
someone wh.. is just out there competing
Behne is not just a competitor;
gymnastics has become a part of life
She began gymnastics at age 11 for the
VMCA in Kettering. Ohio and later
mined the TWIGS Gymnastic Team
taking first on the uneven parallel bars
in the state competition in 1977 and
qualifying for n4*«nals in"both 1975 and
1977.
This is the first year she has competed
for her shcool and the change in emphasis from competing individually to
competing as a team has been a good
experience for her
Practicing 15-20 hours a week, the
nine members on the squad help each
other with coaching, choreography and
overall
performance
The team
is

\nung:
there
is one
senior,
one
sophomore and seven freshmen
"This sear is a base year for the
team.'' said Behne "We plan to come
up in i he tutuie. getting better each year
and unifying as a team
Now that the regular season is over,
the team is concentrating on the state
and regional meets which will qualify
them for nationals The state meet will
tie held March 10 at the Iiniversity of
l^uiisville There they can qualify as a
team or individually for the regionals to
he held at .lames Madison University in

Virginia
Though her wrist injury has deterred
Behne from progressing much this
season, she has reached one individual
goal to improve her concentration and
performance on the beam
Through
much practice she has turned it into one
of her strongest events along with the
uneven parallel bars
Kxpenence. discipline, self-initiative
and a good team attitude all combine to
make Behne a good gymnast according
to Coach Chrietzberg "Cheryl knows
what to do and how to do it She seems to
know more where she's headed than
most gymnasts."
Hopefully this young gymnast is
headed lor the nationals with the rest of
the women's gymnastics team

Intramural highlights
Now before all you people head off to
the land of sun and fun here are a few
things that we must get out of the way.
The fraternity basketball champions
are the Phi Beta Sigmas after they beat
Omega Psi Phi 46-33 in the championship contest. The Lucky 13s took the
Housing division by a bucket with a 34-32
win over GDI "A".
In the independent semi-final 7-11 beat

Patent Pending 48-31 while the Unbeatable beat PIT 33-30
Now that basketball is virtually over
except for those elite 40 who are in the
NCAAs. we must start thinking about
the softball season. Softball will begin
March 20 and all team captains are
requested to check the schedules
In the Tug-O-War. Clappers were the
All-University champs while PKA took

the fraternity division
The intramural department is also
sponsoring a wrestling tournament The
weigh-in deadline is March 22-23 over in

7. Bobby Washington
8. James Baechtold
9. Carl Cole
10. Carl Mra/ovich

Rita Taylor
Sue Carroll
Joan Gotti
Jackie Green
Vickie Viox
Donna Reerl
Chancellor Dugan
Karen Rimer

the Alumni Coliseum wrestling room
from 5-6 p.m Kntries will be taken at
this time The tournament will take
place March 26-29 Kor additional info
call .".434 or :1340

Scoreboard
UPCOMING eVENTS
Basketball Men'il
Tennessee Murfreeiboro. TN

March 9

Indoor Tennis IMen'al
March 9 • Eastern Michigan • Greg Adams
Bldg . 7:30 p.m.
March 10 - Middle Tennessee - Greg
lAdams Bldg.
1:30 p.m.

March 10

Gymnastics IWomen's)
KWIC Slate Champs - Away

GOIF
March 13-15
Pinehurst Invitational
Pmahurst, N.C.
March 17-19- Iron Duke - Durham. N.C.

1.
t.
).
4.
i.
6.

EKU CARFEB SCORING RECORDS
p
Years Played
<»
Carl Brown
1972 76
'592
Eddie Bodkin
196366
'587
Charles Mitchell
1970-73
'504
14
Jack Adams
195356
*>
George Bryant
1969-72
'346
Kenny Elliott
197579
'342

1966 69
1948 52
1958-61
1946 50

COLONEL SCORING
FT
FG
155 195
James Tillman
30?
156
7493
Bruce Jones
7591
Kenny Elliott
141
40 52
Vic Merchant
106
30 46
Dave Bootcheck
59
20 33
Dale Jenkins
73
Donnie Moore
23
59
17 27
Dave Tierney
53
12-22
36
Chris Williams
5-13
12
David Jenkihs
Carvin Blocker
5
23
5-7
Danny Haney
3

'221
"37
"34
'055

TP AVG.
759 27.1
386
13.8
357 12.8
252
93
148
7.0
186
61
51
5.1
123
4.7
84
35
29
24
12
1.6
II
1.2

LADY COLONEL SCORING
FG
FT
TP
4867
510
Peggy Gay
231
Loretta Coughlin
163 5072 376
Sandy Gneb
105 33-57 243
97
5179 245
Sandra Mukes

SPRING FEVER

AVG.
17.6
13.0
10.6
8 5

2843
24 34
12 17
12 17
9 19
03
2 6
3 3

212
138
64
S6
45
32
'2
b

73
48
26

2.4
1 7
1 6
o ;
116

1979 OVC Player of the Year
James Tillman
1979 ALL OVC TEAM
Class
School
James Tillman
JR
Eastern Ky.
SR
Greg Joyner
Middle Tenn.
Herbie Stamper
SR
Morehead St.
SO
Bruce Jones
Eastern Ky.
Greg Jackson
SR
Western Ky
John Randall
SR
Murray St.
SR
Brian Troupe
Tennessee Tech
SR
Alfred Barney
Austin Peay
JH
Charlie Clay
Morehead St
JR
Trey Trumbo
Western Ky.
Kenney Hammonds FR
Murray St
Kenny Elliott
SR
Eastern Ky.

(ptloto by P.J. NOVAK)
Cheryl Behne. a freshman from Kettering. Ohio, performs
her routine during the floor exercise Bonne has been one of
the key

performers for

Agnes Chrietzherg's

R> MONICA KKIt'KK
Mart Writer

Village Florist
PHONE
623-2390

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

In what Mead Coach Shirley Duncan
described ;is "typical of our whole
season."' the women's basketball team
dropped a close game to Northern
Kentucky 8MB in the first round of the
KWIC tournament on Thursday night.
"We were down by as many as 12
points in the first half." commented
Duncan "We struggled back to within
three points in the second half but

Eastern were Peggy Gay with 12 points

112 E. MAIN
DOWNTOWN

Shakes
Soft Drinks
► Milk
Coffae
Tea
Hot Chocolate

.•■

-75
35 .45
35 .50
.30 .40 .50
3Q\40
.....35

Breakfast Anytime
Mixed Omelet '
Y^.^* Biscuits M
Gravy
- -.99
or AM You Can Eat 1.50

Sm.
Roast Beef
1.75
v
Corned Beef
1.85
Salami
1.50
Ham
175
DON'S SPECIAL
Don's Lg. Mixed
Katie's Sm. Mixed.-.

Lg.
2.75
2.85
2.25
2.75

LOCATED AT OUR
EASTERN BY PASS BRANCH

MB Mara mmm
■%• (

2.65
1.50

'^0 Try

0 P*

6886 You

'

S\»7mrM\

>■

i. -..^

T

-.-!-.-.

i

warn Mi

Students Welcome After
Downtown Closes
Plenty of
Perking

Morehead won the championship and
will represent Kentucky in the regionals
which will be held at University of
Tennessee
Kastern finished the season with a 5-24
record

YOU CAN ENJOY24HOUR
BANKING SERVICE
ON THE

fi9.f-2-Wi

OPEN 24 HOURS
o«-«ra
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
SUBS - HOT OR COLD
SHORT ORDERS
Steak, Oysters
Fish, Shrimp.
Chicken

and Kita Taylor with 10 points.
* Sandra
Mukes was
second
in
rebounding with nine tallies
In the second half the Colonels shot 50
percent from the field and ended the
game with a 49 percent shooting
average

BAN KING HOURS
ARE ENDLESS
FOR OUR
CUSTOMERS!

DON'S RESTAURANT
1417 W Main St

gymnastics

couldn't get any closer than that."
"AH in all. the effort was good in the
second half but not In the first half."
added Duncan.
I.nri'tia Coughlin was honored by
being named to the All Tournament
team She also scored 20 points for the
Colonels.
According to Duncan. Sandy Grieb
had an outstanding game by scoring 17
points and 13 rebounds.
Also scoring in double figures for

Novelties
Housewares
Appliances &
Plumbing Shop

Sorority Mascots,
Giftware
TV & Radio
Repair

team Behne along with the rest of the women gymnasts are
now aiming their sights at the Nationals

Women finally end 'typical' season

YOUR «
ONE-STOP
SHOP!

Brighten Up Someone's
Day
With Rower*

623-0340
125 South Third St.

92
57
26
??
18
16
5
I

-—--lii -^ •

■

-

Big Hill Awntje

Pas*
•+' -- <>-V

» "X

:

•

■
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TRAINING

Cooperative Education Association

THRIFTY DUTCHMAN
MOTOR INN

EMPLOYER • STUDENT • COORDINATOR
The program places students from
various academic departments with
business and government jobs
relevant to their study.

Helping to provide the Business student with
business experience through Co-op education.
Interested persons should
V
contact the manager at 623-8813

Coop employers offer students
the opportunity to widen the scope
of their education with the
participation of local businesses
and some out of state companies
working together, providing the
chance that could make a
difference in your career.

EARN

THE FAMILY DOG
RESTAURANT
Happy to provide EKU students with
business experience and training.
V

WHILE
YOU
LEARN

Contact your advisor for further
information or the office at
Cooperative Education Ass.
418 Begley Building.
Kenneth Noah Cordinator
of Cooperative Education 622,1707

^>

RICHMOND BANK
Working with EKU students,
providing the opportunity
Equal Housing
Member
to earn college credit
Lender
FDIC
while working in theii
field of study.
THREE LOCATIONS
Mam Street
Eastern ByPass Kirksville

COLLEGE

M*kM»m STORE
■ ICHMONO
KY.

"Where It's Easy To
Park And A Pleasure To Shop"
• Prescriptions
• Large Gifts
•Greeting Cards

^

Qpen Every Nignt

Til 9:00 p.m.

THOMPSONS
IGA
FOODLINER

#ifefc
623-2884

Open 7 am to Midnight
V.
7 Days A Week
467 Eastern By-Pass^

^.

DRUG

AMICK and HELM
CPA
200 N. 3rd St.

Happy to help students gain
work experience .

623-2374

STORES

S-MART

HEADQUARTERS
Co-op
FEATURING
Gives you the student
LEVIS JEANS
Learning Experience While

^W J^

CAREER

Eastern ByPass

DEVELOPMENT

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
U

WHAT IS IT?
WHAT CAN IT OFFER YOU

Main St.

623-4939

OoHiiloHii Richmond

Tots-Teens
120 N. Second 623-1200
College Career Fashion*

EXPERIENCE

JAMES ANDERSON & SON

•

HEATINGMRC0ND1TIONINGPLUMBING
(606) 623-1340

Working Together To

Ted Johnson, General Manager

Serve You Better
300 Hallic

PROVIDING RICHMOND
WITH TOP QUALITY LANDSCAPING AND

P. O. Box 747 Richmond, Kentucky 40475

^
s

Working, Hard To Provide EKU
Students With The Most Personal Care

Fidelity Union

EKU STUDENTS WITH VALUEABLE
WORK

Ar...)0i—.

4«LLGEUT|

EXPERIENCE

working in your field of study.
LEVIS HEADQUARTERS

10-1 V Second

"We Are Proud to Serve And Employ
Students Of EKU And Help Them
Acquire Valuable On The Job Skills"

623-5560

/"SOUTHERN DOLLAR WAREHOUSE
In Conjunction With
IEVIS

Member FDIC

iMiJMJL
Three Convenient Locations
Big Hil Ave.
Eastern ByPats

NEW SPRING FASHIONS
Smart Shops

(BEGLEY'S rf)

623-1980 J

Big Hill Ave.

CREDIT

We are proud to help the students of
EKU gain valuable on the job skills.

Richmond, Ky.

Professionals Actively Concerned

623-0567/

Fint and Water St.

'The Employer-The Key To Career Development Through Cooperative Ed.'
THE
PATTIE A. CLAY
HOSPITAL

~\

/

Ron Owens
Steve Dow:'
R23-3494

GdlegeMaster Z2i

V

AND GARDEN CENTER .
623-9394
/

8369

1 Mi. From Richmond on N. 2nd St.

Bn»i Roberto
Genet ji Agent
Rex Harm
Ernie House
!im Nelson
I n»ry Roberta
John Rpid
6237704
62^7703

$ $ $

A ft A PRINTING south 2nd st
fr BROWNE'S OFFICE

>

SUPPL.^

212 Water St.

Work Experience On ^iJob
ow*. tie iw tieftufic**..
. *s
t

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS
• CONTACT - Kenneth Noah 1707

*

■.'*• i

Any Class You Take
..«•

I

■■

^mm^^^
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Organizations
Beta holds
fruit sale

Sigma Tau Pi:
oldest on campus
Stall Minn
The .ildfsi i lnh mi rumpus is one lhal
iimsl .indent- prohllhl) did nut know
■ v i'ii I'MSUKI Kiuinded in ihe 1920's. Ihe
nldc.t campus iiruiini7iitinn*' is Ihe
luisincv- lMHiiiriir> Sigma Tau l*i
Vcciiriliiiit in President
David
\ .iiiulin ilir requirements lor mem
Ix-rship in Si|{niii Tau l*i arc lhal one he
.( business niainr or nunnr who has
completed 12 hours nl business courses
Ml a|i|ilir:inls iimsl have a (iPA nf 3.0
and inusl In- approved hy Ihe clubs
rxerulivr cummiUce. although Vaughn
say* 'hiit "wo acrepl almost everyone
v\lhi inivls the qualifications
Vaughn, a senior hnance major from
Middlcshni-n. describes Ihe club as
pnin.inh .i social organization "' Trie
i liih lias one banquet each semester to
I
" ■>• 'he ncu members and one at
the end ol ihe year to pay tribute to
i radiialiiu'. -enmrs Vaughn said lhal
Ihe Huh visits some nl Ihe Richmond

nightlife establishments, and sponsors
various dinners throughout Ihe year
Active in service, as well as social
projects, the club has worked with
I inied Way in Ihe past, and collected
toys last I'hnslmas lor Ihe Madison
County Foster Parents Association
Vaughn said lhal "the club tries to do
one service project each semester."
\m part ol a national organization but
unique In the t'niversity. theclub is kept
going through Ihe work of their faculty
sponsor. I)r Fredrick F.ngels of the
economics department. The club
currently has ..ver 40 members and had
as many as 120 when they were one of
ihe few organizations on campus
The club's dues are $3 for a new
member's first semester and $2 for each
semester after lhal Vaughn said that
"• ost of the dues go Inward defraying
the cost ol the banquets "
Meetings are held every first and
ihird Thursday of every month The
place and time are announced in Ihe
FVI and in he Progress.

Campus Olympics
offer "something
for everyone'
K\ I \l KASCIIl I.TF
Staff W riler

Cam pus-wide Hall Olympics, a
relatively new idea on campus, is now in
Ihe planning phase According to Jean
Kllioll. director of Women s Programs.
The Hall Olympic* will offer something
for everyone
The lirst three weeks in April will be
ihe tim" lor all dormitories par'icipaiing in ihe activity In conduct their
own Olympics, ultimately selecting a
learn ol champions lo compete with the
champions of Ihe other dorms
Campus wide competition will begin
ihe lasl week in April, culminating on
Saturday April 28. with a decathlon and
later in the dav an announcement of the

Betii Thela Pi fraternity will hold a
citrus fruit sale during the weeks of
March 5 through 2S lo benefit Ihe
Central Kentucky Blood Center in an
alternative way
The fraternity will lake orders during
the drive for full cases of grapefruit or
oranges of HO in 125 count or half cases
containing 40 lo «2 count
The fruit will he delivered lo students
on April 7. in lime for Ihe Faster
holiday

Diodonet
captures
charity
tourney
Hector Diodonet captured the men's
advanced championship in a racquet
ball tourney held this past week which
was sponsred by the University's
recreation club
The tournament was a "complete
success" according lo ihe participants
The recreation club hopes to make the
Faster Seals Kacquethall Tournament
an annual event with all proceeds being
donated lo Ihe Kentucky Kaslern Seals
Society
Sunday climaxed Ihe tournament with
all the championship matches Only the
best players were lefl nut of the M who
started
In Ihe women's advanced category
Sue Fdmonds edged l/mda Strong in an
exciting match
Clay Balyeat came from behind in Ihe
losers bracket to defeat Don Hess for Ihe
oien's intermediate title
The women's intermediate bracket
lenlured Lisa Stephens' 15-13. 15-7
< ii-lory «ujer Mary Ann Wolfe
Scotl Spencer came out on top in the
men's beginners hy defeating Steve
Frommeyer 15-11. 15* lo win the final

IPtlolo by Steve Brown)
I'In I Kurgess. center, sits in on a meeting with other IPT
ntlicers Recently Kurgess was elected vice president of the

«inners
"The objective is lo gel people
together and have a good time while
offering a wide variety of events." said
Klhoii
The major Olympic events include
tennis, table tennis, bumper pool.
Imw ling, swimming, basketball, softball
throw, backgammon, chess and
volleyball
Some of the events will be among
women only or men only, but many of
the events will consist of teams of men
and women or women against men.
Planning for the Hall Olympics is a
loinl effort of ihe Programming Offices
and the
Inlerdnrmitory
Boards.
however, anyone is welcome to work on
the program, said Kllioll

Southeastern Inter Fraternity Council at a conference held in
trftorgia

Kappa Alphas go to Atlanta
l»\ ROBIN P.ATKH

Iraternities in ihe southeastern I' S The
SF.IFC is composed of 75 universities,
representing 13 stales
The SKIP!' then elects lour vicepresidents lo govern over three states

■ irguiii/iilions Kriitnr
Kappa Alpha member Phil Burgess
was recently elected vice-president lo
ihe Southeastern Inter-Fraternity
Council iSKIFO at a national conference held in Atlanta <ia recently
Kuruess. who was also recently
elected vice president ol F.aslerns IFC.
is Ihe hrsl person Irom Ihe t'niversity
ever In hold a national office in Ihe
organization

"In ni\ ease..the area I oversee is
Kentucky. Tennessee, and West
Virginia." explained Kureess
During ihe conference in Atlanta
I'.wuess -.aid lhal ihe presidenl and all
v ice presidents met on the lasl morning
In discuss Ihe upcoming year's activities Those who attended were also
taken on a lour of Atlanta attended
workshops, and elected officers lor Ihe

The IKC is Ihe governing body for all
Iralerniltes on campus, as the SEIFC
serves as Ihe parent organization for all

next year
"tine thing that's unique is that the
sKIFC is composed of schools that have
had Iralerniltes in existence for over 100
tears." said Burgess
Bui we're only
to venrs old being n Iraternitv." he
added
others who attended ihe conference
included .lohn Maugherty. a Sigma Nu
and loriner FKI IFC president. Kuss
.tones it Kola Thela Pi and currently
secretary ol IFC. Robert Bulgers, in
■■•tendance lor Don Bartholomew.
treasurer
and John Davenport.
assistant lo Ihe director of student
activities

game
The beginning women's division saw
Lynn llasenyager lake the cham
pionship over Holly I each
The tournament ran all through lasl
week with ihe winners receiving over
J2o in prizes while the losers received
approximately SIO in prizes

SERVING EKU
DIAL A RIDE

RICHMOND
GREENHOUSE

Look For Our Column In

The Progress

(ionic Out iiml ltrti«M'
Gel To Kmm IK

Start March 19,
B & B Taxi

W v ran //«•//» you ttrroralr
your room uilh house planix.
rarioux till lifter* ami urraufieiuonls.

..If W. Mi.in

FREE DELIVERY
IN TOWN

3

IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:
I. Krinp Ad To Progress Office

3. Take Form To Burs.ii \ Window

2. \ss<-ssmcnt Will Be Made

4. Return Form To Progress* Office

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students
DON WATERS:
Exchange
;
Congratulations on your great
performance at the Midwest Invitational.
Monica Lovell
An Illinois State Fan

SERVICE
DIRECTORY. .
Rick'S Chevron

Eastern By-Pass Next To Holiday km

623-34 10

What are you students doing about the
corruption, stupidity, incompetence,
dereliction, and worse in Washington
What about some straight reporting on
the Democrat Republican mess in our
capital > and consequently the pioneer
Christian
Bull Moose
Fighting Tiger
Party, and our campaign against it.
The Kennedy Organization stole our
'Keyword' or servicemark. The New
Frontier in 1960 from our predecessor the
Flying Tiger Party. The established-man
line media will not report this plagiarism
and the great damage done to this third
party for independent minded citizens.
The media claims to be pioneering and
courageous for truth and justice, yet its
performance both on this particular item
and criticism of the entrenched Democrat
Republican
government supported
political parties doesn't echo any
'freedom' for^>ur media. It appears that
our media is controlled by special
interests or a self serving bureaucracy.
What do you say about this? Additional
information about the Christian
Bull
Moose Fighting Tiger Party is available
for .any straight reporting or other
legitimate purposes
There are positions open in Kentucky
for this party including Presidential
Electors and candidacies.
CHRISTIAN BULL MOOSE FIGHTING
TIGER PARTY
Robert Slaughter. Ass't. Secretary

Exchange
Classified Ads'

EXOTIC JOBS'
LAKE TAHOECAL'
Little cop Fantastic tips Ipayt •1700
$4000. summer 35.000 people needed in
Casinoes,
Restaurants.
Ranches,
Cruisers, River Rafts) Send 13.95 for info,
to LAKEWORLD. EO Box 60129. Sacto,
CA 95860;
EARN EXTRA MONEY Courier Journal
motor routes available in the city limits
Prefer year round Brockton couple. Profit
of >225. monthly pkis. Phone 623-0477.

WANTED; Student to sen specialty and
fund raising items to aN groups Good
commieaionsl Write W H. Specialty Co..
236 Laffoon Drive. Frankfort. Kentucky
40601 or can 15021 685-1466.

B & J Quick Print "A wiz in tha printing
biz" 211 Geri Lane. Richmond. Ky. 40475.
10 to 10.000 copies while you wait
printing.

Lexington MCAT. DAT classes now
forming First of eight sessions begins
March 3rd Call collect 15021 587 8202
*tentey^^Kjpja^Jd^«bonaM^ner__

Archie's 263 E. Main St 624-2424 is
looking for competent persons with auto
for pizza delivery. Apply in person Friday
2 00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.
Professional resume service: We prepare
resumes that unlock doors of opportunity.
For price list write Professional Resume
Service. 140 Surburban Court. Lexington.
Ky. 40603.
\

OVERSEAS JOBS
Summer/year
round. Europe. S. America. Australia.
Asia. Etc AH fields, 1600
$V200
monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing
Free info. - Write IJC, Box 4490 60,
Berkeley. CA 94704^
LSAT Class now forming in Lexington.
First of eight sessions begins March 1st
Call collect 502! 587 8202 Stanley H
Kaplan Educational Center.

Kentucky Printing Company
QUICK COPV THESIS BOOKLETS
RESUMES

Sf rvice Un Most Makes
And Models

Richmond Complete Print Shop

312 IRVINE STREET
PH 623-3272

Ph. 623-0828

24 Hr. Wfi'r 1' r Service
Si idem Otwofcl
Eastern By Peel
Richmond, Ky.

CALL
6223106

• * '•

"Your Stooenl Health Agency"

Dt Full Serve Island »
Eastern By-Pass f»«**tl-7S
.Phone 6»3 6613

Office
623 6581

'

--

-

*-rfwit k-' JWiirwiKNU •

Good Line of TJres and Batteries
Eastern By-Pats

...

. - .

—-.

-• —— -

•W.-S2S-1S72
.-a^^*

',_

Brake Work

^M»chanic on duty at allI times

H2BiflHillAv. ,
Richmond. Ky. 40475

——

103 Hig Hill Ave.

i ■

IME.Dhwi
Richmond, Ky.

_;

—

PTtone

Ph. 624-1611

GUN SERVICE
CABIN GUN SHOP

RAY BROOKS a i4isuflHD
«

. port's Sunoco.^. u
I

SHORTS TEXACO
4 Wheel Drive Parts &. Service
Mechanic on Duty at all times
Trucks and Cars Washed

QUICK SERVICE TIRE SALES
,
Dependable Towing Service
"We'll come out and alert youi car"
EKU By-Paaa
Phone
Richmond. Ky.
623-9711

Free Cur Wash with Fill Up *

*J ..-..WCe MSUtXAHCC AGENCY
•'V-,W;. % • .: '•-' -•

University Plata
Phone 623 4)604

BARGERS EXXON

Rick's Travel Shell

Office.' And School Supply

All types of Mechanic work
done. Check our prices on
Tires. Batteries and Can!
Eastern By-Pass
Phone
By Holiday Inn
623-5026

HAMM'SGULF

BROWNE'S OFFICE SUPPLY

Phone
623-4366"

Landadown Club wW be available for
private party rental. For more information
call 606 277 3606 Monday Friday 10:00
4:00 Lexington. Ky.

RICK'S CHKVRON

WATSON'S TV SERVICE

212 Water StrMt
Richmond. Ky.

JOBSM/FI
SAILBOATSI CRUISE SHIPSI No
experience High pay See Carribean.
Hawaii. Europe. World1 Summer Career
Send $3 95 tor info to SEAWORLD. EO
Bon 60129. Sacto. CA 95860.

MUSIC MUSIC The Bookstore now has
music folios, guitar strings, all music
accessories, harmonicas, recorders... and
a lot more' For your music needs, see us
at the Bookstore.

SERVICE STATION

Wr do .ill types
of
mechanic
work
Come in
and check our
prices rid Tires.
Halleries.
Gas

623-7433
RIDE

TV SERVICE

PRINTING & OFFICE SERVICES

ColleeaPark

TAXI
SERVICE

. 303 r-r, Lane-

^-,

'

'*■#•*.--< -- re»te0rBy4»A

»

>

^_

...

Richmond. Ky. .

-.

1 O. Reev»\ Office 623 S1280
FFL 61-11387 Home 623-1677 "

--•»•'

'

J

-

- '
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Get to work, Bernard

In search of 'a lost art*
Who warns lo write a column the
week before spring break? And who
wants 10 read a column on the day
before everyone migrates to a land
of sun, anyway?

sex wiih his IBM. Ai last report he
and the typewriter had established a
good relationship, but the man
complained that there were just too
many keys to have really good sex.
Oh, well, enough trivia. Back to

Larry
Bernard
Arts Editor
I think I'll take it easy this week
and refuse to write a column. With
this idea in mind I went to our
Managing Editor (Who I won't
mention b> name). With a snarl and
a sneer, she points to my typewriter.
"Get to it. Bernard," she growls
with a swig of her Tab and a long
drag of her cigarette. "We have
enough complaints about your
column anyway." (This girl undoubtedly has to be Adolf Hitler's
illegitimate daughter).
Meekly, 1 trot back to my
typewriter. As it sit there, 1
contemplate everything but a
column. Things like alcoholic
beverages, sex and whether or not
someone has a contract out on my
life yet. (Someone called one of my
best friends the other day and asked
if he'd go fifty-fifty on a hit man.)
Ah, such is the life of an Arts
Editor, I suppose.
I sit staring placidly at my
typewriter. By the way, a Royal
Typewriter is very intersting to look
at and they also make for a good
conversation piece. I even heard of
one guy who loved his typewriter so
much he became perverted and had

the column. Someone taps my
shoulder. I turn; the Managing
Editor is standing there with a grim
expression on her face.
"Okay, Bernard, you have to
write a column about the fiac arts
this week," she/said, cigarette
smoke swirling about her face in
Bette Davis styJe- "You're in
enough trouble so you better start
writing something "good.,*' She
waves several sheets of paper with
signatures scrawled on them for
emphasis.
Pressure. Even the most professional journalist has been known to
knuckle down under pressure. But
me? Never. I don't break that easy.
But back to the column.
Something about the fine arts, she
says. I scratched my head in
frustration. Let's see, television is
always a good subject for a column.
My mother once had an ambition
to compete on "The Gong Show" in
a very sexy and revealing bikini, but
my dad talked her out of it. Seems
he didn't want anyone but himself
to see her 250 pounds in a bikini.
(That was a very selfish attitude, I
must admit.)

My mother was also a contestant
on "Let's Make a Deal." She went
dressed as a giant vibrator in a
sailor's suit. When she picked the
wrong door, she nearly beat poor
Monty Hall to a pulp with the
massive tip of the vibrator.
Movies. They're always good to
write about, I could write another
column about x-rated movies but
I'm afraid it might offend someone.
It seems that nobody wants to admit
they secretly sneak into those seedy
little theaters. And someone might
think that "crotch" is a dirty word
and protest. Out with that idea, says
the Managing Editor.
Oh, well, nothing seems to be
going right. I'm sitting here at a
typewriter that keeps making passes
at me. The dirty little pervert.
I turn around for a full frontal
view of our Managing Editor who
scowls at me through squinting eyes.
"This column has to be better
than last week's" she says. "That
column was worthless last week."
"This one is much better," I
quickly assure her. Frightened, I
turn back to my perverted typewriter.
1 begin to type: "Life is a bitch."
I stop for a moment and think, then
I continue. "But it's worth living
just to work with our darling, sweet
innocent Managing Editor."
How's that for an opening,
Elizabeth, even if it doesn't have
anything to do with the arts? Uh,
fine arts, that is.

Miss Robin Waggoner, mezzosoprano and voice student at the
University from Radcliff, will sing
in a senior honors recital March 22
(Thursday) at 7 pm in the Gifford
Theatre.

Hey, I'm a television star. That's
right, Larry Bernard, the scandalous, little "smart aleck kid" was
featured in an interview on
Close-up, a IS-minute campus talk
show. For 250 or so of my lovable,
dear-hearted reader, this is a chance
to hear my own views on what
people think of my columns.
Close-up is a student-produced
* stiow lhaf can be ie1
on campus cable television. Thanks
to Ron Nelson, Becky Dan and the
other members of the show for
being very professional in their line
of work (with a few exceptions of
course.)
By the way, I was only kidding
Studio Players of Lexington will
when I mentioned the crew of guys
present "¥ou Can't Take It With
in their dinky little t-shirts roaming
You," a comedy, on March 30 and
the aisles at the Outlaws' concert
31.
sniffing for pot.

Studio Players
production

Unisex Hairstyling

Campus Style
Shop
For Appointment
Col Don
622-4178

Santana is waist high in the pits
Golden Reality" is an appropriate
By MIKE DITCHEN
title for this double sided piece of
Staff Writer
Every now and then one of rock boring black vinyl.
The album is one of "Oneness."
and roll's dinosaurs will crawl out of
the tar pit and release an album. Trying to tell one song from another
Carlos Santana has done just that.
would be difficult. With the
The new Santana album is a solo exception of the three cuts that do
1
r-s why he" MMAfr '-'navelyrics Tf would he impossible to
waist high into a pit. If this is make that judgement.
Santana's best effort, he has
The lead voice on this album is the
nothing more to give the world of guitar work of Carlos Santana
which seems to be stuck in one note.
music.
The album is one of oriental favor The guitar is backed by a decent
with the album's jacket presenting percussion section, but is hampered
several young Buddhas suggesting a by a weak keyboardist. The
magical mysticism. The only combination is far from exciting
mystical thing on this set is why it and, at best. Is only good
background music. It should be
was ever released.
"Oneness; Silver Dreams • remembered that automated "beau-

DEPENDABLE AUTO
SUPPLY, INC.

NEXT TO BURGER QUEEN
BIG HILL AVE.
623-4280

The Family Dog
Restaurant

US. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARKMOORES
SCHOOL
Netv Serving
Pure Hickory
Bar^B-Q.
tfoaftbeef
& Ham*
i Sancjwiches ^._

. «._

*x*

<Sv.

Wrangler Jr.-Levis Jr.

■Ven^^ar
clothing ft shoes
220 E. MAIN

FRIED CHICKEN
it tastes better

With G<*d Food
And Much MuchMore.

From Wrangler-Male
Poor Little Rich Girl

623-2341

wwusKecfie\COMPLETE

Would Like Everyone
To Come Down And
Help Kick Off
SPRINGBREAKy
;&

tiful music" is also good
background music.
As for the "Silver Dreams Golden Reality," maybe Devadip
Carlos Santana has hopes for
platinum sales, hoping the album
will go gold because of past
pefRmi— s. He iipYaWWy right
but he doesn't deserve the right to
think that.
The album is positive proof that
rock and roll singers should have a
mandatory retirement age. Quite
possibly Santana has retired his
creative genius and decided to do
some social good.
The Devadip Carlos Santana
"Oneness; Silver Dreams - Golden
Reality" is a sure cure for insomina.

STRAIGHT LEG JEANS

WE HAVE MOVED
TO A NEW LOCATION

Guys & Gals
Latest Techniques in

I uciean Stark, famed concert pianist, plays a number for an appreciative
crowd last Monday night in Gifford Theatre.

The burp after
the beer. . . .

What's happening
Voice recital

Schroeder?

$W*S67

DINNER

Includes:
3 Pieces HoneyDipped Fried
Chicken, Mash
Potatoes And Gravy
Cole Slaw And
One Hot ButterTastin Biscuit

$
WEDNESDAY $179
1

Regular

•2J5
Value

I
Not Good In Combination
With Otter Ottft, Coupon
And Discounts.

*>*&•

.,

.-.♦.

*•

^Copyright 197/
Famous Rocipa
_ , F.rjad Chicken
■JL
■-,
*
\iV~
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Maintenance takes show

< Continued Irom page owl
the work we do." Milhgan said. Surprisingly, despite the seemingly dissatisfied student body. Neeley attributes most of the complaints to administration and faculty.
"You get complaints in almost any
job. don't you think?" continued
Milligan "I know some of the things we
do don't look good to the students. Like
when we have maybe four guys working
lo clear one area of snow and ice. But
sometimes they do that just because
they like working together."
Neeley and Milligan obviously know
the feeling well, since they always
appear in tandem for their work during
the basketball halftimes Although they

i

usually work on opposite ends of the the nicest students I've ever met on tha
campus on weekdays, they seem to campus. I'm serious. I really meat
enjoy getting together to simply chat, that "
like they did during the women's game
Three cheers for Gene. Three cheen
at the Coliseum two weeks ago.
for Roy.
When a visitor approached, several of
Perhaps that attitude is why they da
the pair's friends began needling them not regard the halftime cheering m
"You want to know what they really ridicule. "The way I feel about it, I doat
do?" asked one. motioning toward like to think they're making fun," saM
Milligan and Neeley. lounging near an Milligan as Neeley nodded la
entrance. "Well, this is it. This is what agreement.
they do." The remark was followed by
Therefore, the ovations must be some
good-natured laughter.
sort of joke, right guys?
Evidently. Milligan doesn't mind the
••I don't think so. You know." saM
kidding, even though it sometimes Milligan. smiling meekly, "I thtafc
comes from students. "I know they're kind of serious about it now. I
something I can
tell you," he said, just sort of think they look forward to seeing
before the vis;tor left. "There's some of us out there."

Campus news briefs
Close-up
A video taped interview with Larry
Bernard, arts editor of the Progress, is
featured this week on Close-up Bernard
was interviewed by reporter Ron Nelson
on what he thinks the students want to
read about. He also commented on
several of his columns
Herb Vescio. a financial aid counselor, was interviewed by Ellisa Perry
on the Differences between the Work
Study and Institutional Programs, and
on what Students must do to qualify for
these jobs.
The little Colonels drill team and the
University bowling club will be
spotlighted on the sports section of the
show. Reporter Anita Ballard talked
with the drill team and Mike Taylor has
the bowling report.
-What do you have planned for spring
break." is the question of the week. Tex
Harden obtained comments from
several students on this topic.
Close-up is a 15 minute magazine news show produced entirely by
students. It airs live everv Wednesday
at 7 p.m. on Channel 2 of the Campus

(able System, with a taped replay
Thursday at 4:30 and 7 p.m . and Friday
at 4:30 and S p.m.

Appreciation Day

Additional information about this
special day may be obtained from Stan
King, coordinator of the Institute (609622-1049). or John Jenkins, coordinator
of Industrial Technology programs <60t622 3426).
(pnoio by

Book - Buy

The Universitys' College of Business
has announced that April 17 will be th>
annual Bluegrass Industries ApThe Southeastern Book Company will
preciation Day on the campus.
provide a Professor - Buy - Back for any
The special event will include a hooks you are not currently using. Any
display on the arcade of the Bert Combs new or used books which you would like
Building of Bluegrass products, plus to sell may be sold at this time. Books
information on the technology of their older than four years will not be of any
manufacture.
value.
The Book - Buy will be in the
The day is sponsored by the University Bookstore on March 20, 21,
Management Development Institute of and 22. from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. each
the Business College, the Department of day.
Industrial Education and Technology,
If you need assistance in getting your
and regional manufacturers.
textbooks to the Bookstore, please call
Thirty-two firms in this region have Mr. Hoop at 622-2096 and he will make
been invited to participate in this event arrangements to have them picked up.
This is a service provided for you by
which occurs during Kentucky's Industry Appreciation Week, April 16-20. the University Bookstore.

The two-handed floor sweep shuffle is the name of the game
A basketball floor can become a mess during the first half

STEVE

Snyder backs down
(Continued from page one)
"Open Forum" was announced at the
meeting for the Thursday after spring
break. March 22. between 10 am. and 2
p.m. Conference rooms in the Powell
Building will be reserved, said Hester,
and there will be two senators from
every college available to talk to
students.
Student Senate also passed a proposal
making it mandatory that teachers

s

inform students within two weeks of the
beginning of the semester of the course
objectives and the procedures to be used
in determining grades.
If approved by the Board of Regents,
this proposal would change the current
ruling concerning grades, listed in the
Student Handbook, which reads
"Students should be informed early ..."
A proposal was tabled which would

make it necessary for Student Senate
candidates to have 50 signatures of any
full time students rather than 30
signatures of students from within their
own college
The proposal was submitted oy Don
McNay who said he thought this
proposal would make it simpler to run
for the Senate and therefore would allow
more people to get involved

FIRST FEDERAL
i

Extends Their Best Wishes
To The Colonels In The NCAA
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SAVINGS & LOAN

CLIP & ENJOY

CLIP* ENJOY

Association of Richmond

• OFFER BEGINS FEBRUARY 28TH, 1979 AND
SENDS MARCH 3IST, 1979 AND IS GOOD BETIWEEN 11 A.M.-9:30 P.M. MON. THRU SUN. IN
FACT ANYTIME, ANY DAY, BE OUR GUEST.
1 YOU GET 2 TOP SIRLOINS, 2 BUTTERY BAHED
■^EATER'S, 2 CRISPY TEXAS
TOAST AND ALL
1

Itta SALAD YOU CAN' ENJOY AT OUR 35
JlNGREDIEwr SALAD BAR, A-UL,. JR ONLY
iS5.99>*<TAX:> OPEN DAILY FROM HAM. TO
}9:30 P.M. 0E2BKS-T0 GO WELCOMED CALL
1623-<^FR1.&SAT.TII5L10P.M;. *
HOT
tNJOY'
-■■

*

Two Locations: Richmond & Berea

_ COLONEinmB
:*

SHOWN)

and these two custodians take time out at halftime to give the
court the once-over with a broom

£V" 630 ChcstnutStree;
; RiQbmoiid, Ky.
*JJM# Dial 6»2548

LENDER
... -.

ft

0-*"*%"

Dial 98M372
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Kx NAM VSI'KMKH
Suff Writer
Mlrwiugh iioxl week is spring break,
there an" ^till some aclivilies set for the
remainder »f ihis week
The
Inter Varsity
Christian
rVllnuship will he sponsoring a guest
speaker innight at 7 in the Kennamer
lt<mm I'.mell Building
There will also he a second
<>rgam/aiit>nal meeling tor campus
Minus tonight al fi 30 Tliis meeting will

Today

lie in Conference Koom B of the Powell
Ituilrimg
Ui Mesa Kspannla 'The Spanish
Table ■ meets every Friday at noon in
dining room "0" in the cafeteria of the
Powell Building
Their* is presently a sculpture exhibit
!>• s":,,- Itirhnrrh displayed in the Giles
linHerv. This exhibit will he on until
March 23
On Friday the Colonels will go up
ngalnst Tennessee al Murfreesboro.
Tenn in the NCAA basketball tour-

siime exciting movies and shows will
lie presented on television during the
next few days On Sunday night. March
II. NBC will present •Airport 77"
starring .lack l.emmon.

Top Ten Albums

March 8

.Vll p.m. Home and Garden
Kxhibition Halls. Rupp Arena.

nament The winner of ihis game will
play Notre l>umc on Sunday
Friday night the men's tennis team
«ill plnv F-aslern Michigan at 7:30 in the
Adams Building Then, on Saturday al
I'M p in . they will host Middle Tenm-ssee

Show.

•:M p.m. Campus Scouts organizational
meeting. Cnnf. Room B. Powell Building
; p.m. Movie "The Wii." Town* Cinema.
i p.m. Inler-Varsity Christian
Fellowship meeting. Kennamer Room.
Powell Building.
7 3* p.m. EKU men's tennis vs Eastern
Michigan. Adams Building.
7:35 p.m. Movie "Harold and Maude."
Campus Cinemas.
«:«e p.m Movie "Richard Pryor in
Concert." Campus Cinemas.
a p.m. Championship Wrestling. Rupp
Arena.
M:ll p.m. Lexington Philharmonic
Orchestra. Lexington Opera House.
H-.M p.m. Concert Band Performance.
Brock Auditorium.
■:I8 p.m. Movie "The Wii." Towne
('inema.
»2« p.m. Movie "Richard Pryor in
t'nnrori " Cnmpu* Cirrmas
•its p.m. Movie "Harold and Maude."
Campus Cinemas

M

1

i

STOUTS HAVING FLOWN
BEE GEES

MONDAY
(NBC) NBC THEATER: 9:00 PM 6.S.T., P.S.T. 1:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.

RSO RS I 3041

"Too- Far to Go" 1979 Michael Moriarty. Blythe
Danner The adaptation of 10 ol the popular Maples
short stories of tH» noted author John Updike The
Maples, a contemporary suburban couple whose
marriage is disintegrating, discover that as they split
up they begin to grow up. then grow away from one
another and. finally, take a step back toward each
other.

(2nd Week)
1

1

I

3

4
5
6
7

S
4
»
7

■■
t

10
•

10

t

"Airport "77" 1977 Jack Lemmon. Lee Grant A
millionaire art collector's plans to fly friends to an
exclusive museum opening aboard his private jumbo
let meet with tragedy when the plane crash-lands at
sea. trapping its occupants underwater. .

"Startfy and Hutch: Target* Without a Badge" 1978
Part II. David Soul. Paul Michael Glaser. Starsky and
Hutch toss their police badges into the sea and quit
the lorce alter the department forces them to reveal
the identity ot an informant and the man is killed.
(P.)

m»

*

SUNDAY
(NBC) BIG EVENT: 7:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 6:00
PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T..
P.S.I. - 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.

mil. Aim*, lakal. MK ronr.builm l*.D

MM.

of the

BIONMS MAVI MOM WN ROD STEWART/Worner Bm.
BSK 3261
MHKAtt RU <» BUJM BLUES BROTHERS Atlantic SO

19217

II

H

" c

30
CTUlMUr VILLAGE PEOPLE /Cosobkjnco NBIP 711 •
19
$3*0 JTMII BILLY JO€l/Columbia FC 35609
14
TOTALLY MOT OLIVIA NEWTONJOHN/MCA 3067
MINUTE BY MINOTl 0OOBIE BROTHERS/Worner Broi. BSK
3193

0

t

C

14
14

0

H

„

DIM STRAITS 'Wornt. Bros BSK 3266
4ARSRA STMISANDS OMATIST HITS, VOL. J/ColumbiO
FC 35679
CfST CHIC CHIC/Atlonlic SO 19209

G

TUESDAY

G

NIGHT MOVIES: 9:00 PM
(CBS) TUE!
E-S.T., P.S.T. • 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.

'Zorro" 1975 Alain Delon. Stanley Baker Appearing
seemingly out of nowhere, and always cloaked in
black with a mask to hide his face. Zorro. legendary
rider and hero of the oppressed, is actually the
second identity of Diego, the governor of the colony
of New Aragon (R)

H

(NBC) BIG EVENT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T.,
P.S.T. • 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"Checkered Flag or Crash"

Top Ten Singles
Friday

mil AH1ST, Utoi. Hutubt: BMHriMM '*•"

March 9

12 MM l-i Mesa Espanola (The Spanish
tablei meets for lunch. Dining Room D,
Powell Cafeteria
1:3$ p.m. RKU men's tennis vs Middle
Tennessee. Adams Building
Vll p.m. Home and Garden Shou.
Kxhibition Halls. Rupp Arena.
; p.in Movie The Wtt." Towne Cinema.
;::!.-. pin. Movie liarnid and Maude."
Campus Cinemas.
7:111 p.m. 'Time Approx.i Movie "Ice
Castles." Campus Cinemas.
K:l."> p.m. Lexington Philharmonic
orchestra. I^xington Opera House
•:IS p.m. Movie "The Wl«." Towne
Cinema
■:M p.m. Time Approx.i Movie "Ice
Castles." Campus Cinemas
»:".*:• p.m. Movie "Harold and Maude."
Campus Cinemas

>

14

1

1

a
10

3
S
2

DA YA THINK
I'M SEXY?
ROD STEWART
Warner Bros. 8724
(4th Week)
I Will SUtYIVi GLORIA GAYNOR 'Polydor 14508
YMCA VILLAGE PEOPLE'Casablonca 945
FIRE POINTER SISTERS Planet 45901 (Elektra Asyluml

14
I

TRAGEDY BEE OHi RSO 9«S
HEAVEN KNOWS DONNA SUMMER WITH BROOKLYN
DREAMS Cosablanca 959

*
4
11

LE FREAK CHIC Atlantic 3519
A LITTLE MORE IOVE OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN MCA 40975
SHAKE YOUR GROOVE THING PEACHES & HERB/Polydor
MVP 14514

7

TOO MUCH HEAVEN BEE GEES RSO 913

FRIDAY

WKS. ON
CHAM

(ABC) FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T..
P.S.T. - 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.
"The Cracker Factory" 1979 Natalie Wood Donald
Hotton A wryly comic drama about a woman's
nervous breakdown and recovery

12

SATURDAY
(PBS) MOVIE THEATRE: 10:30 AM E.S.T.. P.S.T.
- 9:30 AM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
•"La Strada" 19S4 Anthony Qumn Giulietta Massmi
A brutal circus strongman takes a pathetic waif under
Ins wing and repays her devotion with cruelty (R)

10
20
16
4

(CBS) SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.S T P.S.T. • 8:00 PM C ST., M.S.T.
Wllla 1979 Deborah Ratlin Doris Leachman A
(ruck-stop waitress is determined to make a better
lite lor her family by pursuing o new career as a
trucker and driving one of those big shiny rigs that
her late father used to drive

21
IS
12

16

'%'

—

Public Radio 88.9

3/8/79

Friday

March I
» t* Ml -11—wen MWB

•

to Monday «oo AM to. compwi
crtption

TIM award oWining program Irom
National Pupae Radio la a Hal cacao
report on numaroua aspect! o> arju-

to mw» 5 15 PM tor compute
program daacnptton
*:jePM - CURTAIN TtSAS
Each weekmght Curtam Tana ptaeents
Pie entire eounstract or original casl
racorrUng ol a rnotven picture or mgi

• •a

March 9
12:1* - THf MtO-OAY REPORT
Saa Monday 12 1* PM lor compiaia
program descnption

- JO UP. HAL
Sao Monday 6 00 AM tor compieK
program Description
•M AM — NATIONAL PRESS
CLUa) LUNCHEONS
The National Press Club m Waahmgion o> noted lor at esterestinq ana
entertaining luncnaon speakers
AM

- Sleaarman: Original cast

■

-^IHATtOWM,—I (Ne, Program)
EaMnaM haeoilan Hanry Sweat Coatmage, aaamrnoa Wo partod tit.asn
1710 nl mo «w m mwunow

J*"*
*■■ aWPMIrUATO*
One of the torerunnsrs ol Merty-O.
Wocktord and a» pa) other tola.wion

groundwork of Amancan nokonsle.ii
•.-M^iMwniMMMowor.
Cnetmager and guests preeerH ft.

J?*?! "•""•• *" 5*B ho" '"*•'•
Qotdan Ago praaama — many edverdures of Barry Craaj

founding of Amancan democracy
7*a
A ami tslsncsd selection of aarious
musical work*, lakan from tha Reawnac. Baroque. Claswcal and oShar

PM - LUMN Aaaau
Saa Monday. 740 PM lor ajajajaft
program doecteitKin

Til PM - COttVEASATSOSSS
A rapaat of Pas altar noons program
Saa Monday. 12O0 noon tor complete
prOQfMM <liMcriptio*n

Saa Monday. 120» noon for coraptaw

1*1 i PM — THE tato-OA y —MJatf
Saa Monday 12 15 PM lor ajajftft)

PM - POTPOUPJw Qp ctAMtCI
WEKU-FMa Ley Laa hosts JfMs dairy
concert wf»ch includes haaoiicel and
atograptMcai background about the

— 8a*.

Boo* and Canoft. Original

*)• PM - JUST JAZZ
Sea Monday. Sao
program description

' 10 P« - A LOOK AT
Tha weekly topical man
.'program
hosted by Ron Smrm does esactty what
in name says It takes A Look Al any
number ol nensworsMy topics, current

Saa Monday. 130 PM tor
program deacripkon

Saturday

II
- rnoHoem*. m, m* p~o, wtm

mommg pnnantahori ol light iau.
news wsathar and special Natures

aotoista. chorus and nirtiaaka of ft*
"olehol Tliaasar osriductad by AJaaanderMtlai Pasfwiai.

Sea Monday, ego AM tor compliw
program daacnption Tha) a> not a
I of.

Tf ftOAit

AM
CMtCAOO SVMPHONV
Lrw>on-taoa recordmga of me renowned Oucago Symphony Orcnasirs t 197S- 79 I

'» PM - EAJSPLAy T» (Return)
*" aS-new asaaon of contemporary
radio drams produced especially lor
pubkc radio, ilemkghu

1**J PM - THE ORtAT OPERAS
Loy Lea hosts the preaantaben ol one
Of tne world's greet operas. mOud•ng background on she siorykne and
praduclam of tha work lkghkgr|U

-syAeyyitwrasN Comas by Lea Pawn

OP

Saa Monday 1200 noon tor compiaM
program dascnpiton

monoay

S J» PM - SOUL SPOTLKJHT
A kmky mlsture of drsco. RAB. and MB

12 SO PM - JAZZ ALIVE'
!• ik eaceuent term bean National
I*,.! tir.
Radio
'rllers
n<,.rd*HJ.|i«.f*i/ performances Iron, all IIVIM Ihrf
I ' 1 ,',1, v
JAZZ mm
• -r IH r.,'-*'-! iv Ji'U L'aSjnSsjnM •«'!
'•.-••.•Ctirina f-i.m rwiw |S/.' **^.vi'lii.'JS
*• -^ri «re ' -A .,n the 1.•■••,*. ,

Ins naars requires
atoas than a See minuta nawtraM M
-tha lop of ma hour' It requires a
morough ■aatlnatlnn of tnterriaBonal.
n a» out aajjajajaj and local events.

.

ay tha
International.
endWEKUFMi

SMtl Of
Hebonal Pubfcc

Saa Monday. I 30 PM tor complsia
program description

■ft entire soundnck or orftrnM i
I of at

S JO PM -NSC UNIVEASITT THEATER
INI-W Programi A s. IN 5 uf 1 ibductMnt
it 1
"menu,. t. ,l,ii, »no American
a Loy Laa I
concert wtucn ftftft MataftSs) and
baagraphtcal background
WEKU-FM

The eenos boat national hftaa
a vartaty of omVjrent
of

IPut*cRa*o

i and around M CentrM
Kentucky area Conversations brings
these anoli to you wan mtormei da>
and what they ara domg
IMI PM — TNI
A tS-tamuMat
national,
and

iry ol mtornational
regional local news.

Tuesday
Sea Monday, loo
program description

• PM - JUST JAZZ
Beta Benson Byid Elkngian Mann
Bruback. Montgumery T|adar Mneaburg
the kst goat on and on - and
to does die tau on the deary uut program hosted by Loy Lea
J IS PM - TNt AfTEPJtOOM NtPORT
A i*.mmu1asummaryolthadaysintsri> jiionii njiKinai and regional local
news. gMherad by National Puofoc
Radio umted Pratt International ana
me WEKU-FM newt and puouc alUiri
ftajg

' aa PM
LUM N AdjIaW
Racoid>ngs ol one ol ih. most ramanibared ot aH_ Ok) Time raow comed.es
starnng Chat Leuck M Lum and Nor re
OoftMAbnar
7 1* PM - CONVERSATIONS
A >apeM ol this afternoons program
S..- Monday 12 00 noon lor cornpteie
i ■ 19'am description
7 JO PM - SHU sVtSMTsULL
•>•<■ page one ka tcnrduie oetarit

».X PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weafcnigM Ciaigsi Timt presents

13
AM

tor

See Monoay

IMI PM tor ccmphMs

*** *" ~yTWIWI-*l-'OUCATIOI>
t*SS»M — lUIPUUNnl OP l"l IwSStl
H^T TZt?"?*f P™"""" hom
NtKU-f M-s Loy Lea hosts this oarry
National Pubkc Red*MdM^eted
eooo^, whtoh i»skidas heaortc aland
report on numaroua aapectt of edubeagraprecel background about the
I praebcea and mnovatir -

A series of haft hour 1
baaed on short stories by such authors

3 00 PM - JAZZ IT UP:
A weekly 1 irsenlalion Ol big bands
,*,,,q BauSM
along with Diaietand
JIM cuiHi-MhMJiaty big bands
SEN PM -

MUBSB

OP TNI

- .*

Tfaa new asres from NS
ass rich rwrttage o< music in itsc-t tonal
btaok otiuroh sapsrlstius. emphaateaag
She ftNaftft) of ortgtn. hesory. styta.

7 JO PM - - SATUROAV S CMLO
(New Program) In the days before
radio and television brought instant
enlertainmenl inlo Mss home, people
amused Iharnsetvas by listening 10
and leii.ng stones These taws, some
new by popular authors some so
ancient mat Dear origins have been
forgotten — traveled across countries.
•:SS PM - FOLK FESTIVAL. USA
National PUMK Radio's haghly acclaimed weakly seres of Live on Tape
to*
blues and bfuagrass festival
performances Irom virtually all ol tha
SO stales Highlights

iNew Programi What rs woman a
1
The bottom kne ol course is
thst 4 » music performed by women
IHUK

Saa Monoay.

7 00

PM

tor

LUIISJIHI

ST*» AM - FOUNDATION OP
Emment hwtonan Henry Swete Commeger aa ananas me period between
I7e0 and ISIO whan the Institutional
groundwork of Amancan nataonakam

JJS PM - JUST JAZZ
Sea Monday. 3 X PM tor compkna
program description

A repeal of the afternoon . program
Saa Monday. 12.00 noon tor iiu'tpltN
program deeenpsion

*:1» PM - THE A*TERNOON REPORT
TSS PM See Monday. S.1S PM for complete
The apm-orr of our weekday mornmg

A now asaaon ot programs from NPR.
presenting buth sccwnplehsil and

JOPM

rm PM - JRZZ RtVISJTEO
Tn.s National PubiH Radm M-TNM
h»rtt'-<t by Hsjen yi-i,.*i'ii HI"
v-ntv and «-*eluaaifk the -an, yi-ais ut
M*. Mh-rt pus fii^m igi; 19a,"

II

I picture or I

March 12

aeJums

March 11

mm YORK PHILHARMONIC
Anotnei muting season ol New Yora
Fttdhormomc performances ,ecordvd
betrojtl tspeduring the 19.8 "9ieai.,n

rooardmg of a ■

7JSPM
VOtCCS tN THC WIMD
Writers, psmtari. actors, pools,
mueacana. sculptors - Waft) of MI
iunda ara etf.ltosd on «Ms iiiistSly
arts magasma horn Makonal PubUc
Radio, hostad by Oscar Brand

Awjrladillnlluiiofawjryonas

Sunday
t.SO AM - OPTIONS
See Monday 9 00 AM lor complete
program description This is not a
repeal ol earlier programs

'•1 • PM - COPWIJPMAtiOMS
A rapaat ol this aHanajuna program
Saa Monday. 12 00 noon tor romplin

S PM - CURTAwt TISSE
Each miknigki Curkan Tana )

IIRetum)

astJ AM - PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation ol light fAff
newt weather and speciei leaturei

■

tjaj amtmumn

J J» PM - .HAST JAZZ
Saa Monday. 3.J0 PM tor compteu
proQa^Mi OaMcnpciO'i
1:11 PM
THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. S 15 PM lor compass,

KOED-f M «i San Francmco this ■•«
praaa aw a cokectton at dehohttui

TMai
Tha modern worM n a comptes place,
moraay and aaMcafry. Tha EKU Campus
Mmassrs Asaooauon lakes a look at
currant world and local aeuas Irom s
moral pomt ol wear.

12.JO PM - POTPOUMM Of CLASSICS
wfnu-FMi Loy it* hosts Pus daily
concan wrwch includes nmoficn and
b,ogrepn»cai background about tha
music and compoaars,

S)e PM - YOU BST TOUR LIFE
Tha most ftajiemjM of ma tarty Man
Brothsrs. Oroucho. groats and heckles
contaaums on das tiaanoua ovu
ahoar Irom islsnsions "gotdan age"
' •» PM
LUM N APMER
Saa Monday. 7OB PM lor complete
program daacnption

See Monday. 12O0 Noon tor complsw
program daacristion

Wednesday

program daacnption
I PM — C UR T ASM TIME
Each weeknight Curtam Tun* presents
me entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ot s motion picture or stage
musical

ol

BotMnd-tha News Natures,
ws and anatywi

inter

See Monday. IX PM tor cornpteie
program daacnption

March 14

12J0 PM - POTPOUfaM OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM 1 Loy Lea hosts this dairy
See Monday 600 AM lor complete
concert wtach includes hrstoncal and
program daacnption
biographical background about tha
music and composers Beginning with
SAM-OPTIONS
this new asaaon. Loy esritee ksssnars
See Monday. POO AM tor complete
to wnle and request their tavorite works
program daacnption (This is not a
Write to WEKU-FM Eastern Kentucky
repeat of earlier programs )
University. Richmond. Kentucky 40175
I - BOSTON SYMPHONY
KM PM - JUST JAZZ
The world-renowned Boston SymSea Monday. 3 30 PM tor complete
phony |oma WEKU-FM t line-up of
program daacnption.
accomplehsd symphony orchaatias.
presenting Inre-on-tape concerts ol
tne 197S-79 season
S.1S PM - TNI AFTERNOON REPORT
Sea Monday. SIS PM for complete
program daacnpuon
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program ssJSssSMJge
ItrtS PM
THE MatVOAV REPORT
Sea Wontfay. 12 IS PM for complete

.
'

*:)a PM — OUPJTA
Each wsatuugm Curtam Time piaaants
•»» efesre soursNrack or ortgsnal caN
N*cewksg of a motion pesure or stage

* JO PM - THE PEST OF
OLD T»ME-RAOtO
A prasenuiion of one of the beat of
tha Old Time' radio program
lights
7 00 PM - LUM
Saa Monday. 1 00
program description

PM

lor

7 1* PM — CONVERSATIONS
A rapaat of Ptss afternoon's program
Sea Monday. 12-00 noon for cuwajlata
program description
IM PM - NBC UtoVEPawTY THEATSR
(New Program) A series of productions
of ooreampoiar, Eitgksh and American

fflti&B
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©
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Ml
ROAD

JULLENGE OF THE SUPER
NEED

March 11

rj&NOBMANYlNCBNTPlALt
CATHOLIC MASS
OLD TOAE GOSPEL HOUR
TOBACCO TALK
REVIVAL TABERNACLE
REV GENTRY FARMER
VOKE OF TEE MOUNTAINS
REXEUMEARD
JIMMY SWAGGART
TEE STORY
SHOW MY PEOPLE
GOSPEL SMGING JUBILEE
SUNDAY MORNING
WORLD TOMORROW
ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS
NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION
REVIVAL IN AMERICA
TMMANUAL EAPTBT CHURCH
DAYOFDSBCOVEBY
IV AL HOUR

rjBwBE

ROT YEAR
PLAYS

IMI

I STUDSLOMGAN
IBAYATA1__
ICBARLDTS ANGELS
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Ml
Ml i
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MS

Ml

Ml
Ml

March 11

NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
WRITING FOR A REASON
CANDID CAMERA
SANFOBDANDSON
MY THREE SONS
MACNED^LEBBEBEEPOBT
JOKER'S WILD
BOLLYWOOD SQUARES
POP GOES THE COUNTRY
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
LITTLE BOUSE ON THE PRADUE
BOXY
RILL MOVERS" JOURNAL
SALVAGB-1
FLATBUSB
NEC THEATRE
MJLSJL

MS
IMS
MsM
IMI
11M

WA1
FACETHENATtON

CAVETT SHOW
YWEDGAME

MOVTE

UN • STATTREK

ETTA
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SfABCNEWS
J SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
© MOVTE -(ADVENTURE) «-H "Ofc=
—'
"1MI
FJ.CLUB
• MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••• Tk Grtil
0HOV

WOODY WOODPECKER AND

I ABC NEWS
« NBC LATE MOST MOVES TVCrttfcal LM' UN Km Lloyd ■riEBM.

IBS

ADVOCATES
BOW THE WEST WAS WON
SALUTE TO ALFRED ETTCHCOCK
swwbiBi i
ANYONE FOB TENNYSON?

©•NEWS

TWC TnNMjMT SHIJW
CBS LATE MOVTE
POLKS STORY
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

KRAFT ALLETAESALUTE: PEARL
BAILEY
IMS ■ ©•NEWS
IIM 9 TEE TONIGHT SHOW
© YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO CBS
IMI

EPOLICE WOMAN-MANNIX
CBS LATE MOVIE
TOMORROW

TAKE FIVE

PORTRAITS
WEDDINGS
Graduation
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JobS Initant

FOR THE FINEST IN
HtOTOGRAFHY

Jim Cox Studio
us

633-3 US
Or. (Behind Jerry 1)

•

Placement
3/8/79

PLACEMENT
INTERVIEW
PROCEDURES
1. All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Building.
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division office. 319 Jones Building.
Monday - Friday from 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
3. Interview sign-up starts after
organizations are announced in the FYI or
the PLACEMENT PIPELINE.
4. The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion
and filing of a data sheet which is available
in the Division office. 319 Jones Building

Interviews
Turn..

March

29

BROWNING

MANUFACTUPING DIVISION (Emerson
Electric Co.)
Positions: Manufacturing Trainees
Qualifications: Bachelors Degree in
Industrial Technology - Mechanical
Background.
Tarn.. March It MOORE BUSINESS
FORMS
Positions:
Sales
Marketing
Representatives.
Qualifications- Bachelors or Higher
Degree in Business Administration or
Liberal Arts Degree with sales
background or experience.
Turs. - ThMrs.. March 29-22 U.S. MARINE
CORPS

Positions: Officer appointments are
available as Pilots. Infantry. Artillery.
Military Police - Corrections, Intelligence,
Supply. Finance. Judge Advocate.
Qualifications: All majors interested in
career opportunities.
Note: Special Marine Officer Training
Program for underclass students - Platoon
leader Class iPLD)
Sign-up for personal interviews. 319
Jones Rldg. General information booth

outside Grill area - Powell Bldg.. March 20
22
Thurs.. March 22 BACONS DEPART
MENT STORES
Positions: Buyer Trainees
Qualifications: Bachelor's or Higher
Degree in Business Administration or
Fashion Merchandising
Fri.. March 23 CLARK EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
Positions: Product Design. Applications. New ft Current Product
Engineering Assistant Trainees.
Qualifications: Bachelors Degree in
Industrial Technology.
Mon. * Turn.. March M ft 27 MONTGOMERY COUNTY SCHOOLS - OHIO
Interviewing: Math. Science, Foreign
language • French ft Spanish in com
hination or with English). Industrial Arts,
Special Education all areas i including LORD'S. EMR. TMR. Speech ft Hearing, ft
Occupational Therapists)
NOTE: Coaching positions available
with above teaching fields.
Mon.. March 2C R. L WHITE COMPANY.
INC - mUlSVILLE. KY.
Positions: Data Processing Trainees
Qualifications: A.S.. B.S.. BBA in EDP
or Computer Science
Turs.. March 27 SOUTH CENTRAL BELL

Positions: Technical trainees for
positions in data processing, statistical
forcasting, corporate planning.
Non-Technical Trainees for positions in
general supervision, customer relations
and general management.
Qualifications: Bachelors or Masters
Degrees in Math. Statistics. EDP. Computer Science. Business Administration,
and Management.
Turn.. March 27 NATIONAL CENTER
FOH PARALEGAL TRAINING
ATIJVNTA

UPisKsJ
Monday thru Friday
Daytime Listings
a-19
HI
1M

BKMMNO
ARTHUR SMITH SHOW
7 M CLUB
PTL CLUB-TALK AND V ARIETY
TODAY
MORNING
Ml GOOD MORNING AMERICA

1:44
I: IS
1:19

*M
1(:M
14:34
1*47
1I:M
11:3*
11*1

B» CAPTAIN KANGAROO
IMAM WEATHER
# IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
FUNTSTONES
) GENERAL HOSPITAL
®) ALL IN THE FAMILY
(H CARD SHARKS
I KENTUCKY MORNING
I MARCUS WELBY.M.D
(W ALL STAR Secret!
I PRK7EISRIGHT (EXC. THUR )
I IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
» NEWS BULLETIN
(jl DOCTORS
I HAPPY DAYS
(If WHEEL OF FORTUNE
i LOVE OF LIFE
•2 FAMILY FEUD
(» CBS NEWS

Positions: Three month post graduate
training program to he a paralegal
practitioner
Qualifications: Any major with
Bachelor's Degree
Wed.. March 2* KENTUCKY DEPART
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES &
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Positions: Reclamation Specialists
Qualifications Bachelor's Degree in a
Natural - Physical Science: Chemistry.
Physics.
Geology.
Environmental
Resources. Agriculture. Earth Science.
Geography. Biology, etc.
Wed.. March 2* U.S. DEPT. OF
AGRICULTURE - FARMERS HOME
ADMINISTRATION
Positions: Agriculture Management
Specialist GS-5 or 7
Qualifications: B.S. or M.S. in
Agriculture with some exposure lo
Business Administration courses
Wed.. March 2H SECOND NATIONAL
BANK • ASHLAND. KY.
Positions: Management Trainees
Qualifications: Bachelors degree in any
Business Administration field interested in
hanking career.
Thurv. March 29 HAMILTON CITY
SCHOOLS ■ OHIO
Interviewing all 1979-90 teaching candidates for the following areas: Science.
Malh. Speech ft Hearing. Industrial Arts.
Home Economics. Sr. High Music I Vocal)
Director. Reading. Counselors. Special
Education l.DBI). Teachers of Deaf.
Orthopedic ft Visually Handicapped.
Thurv. March 29 FRANKLIN CITY
SCHOOLS - OHIO
Interviewing all 1979-SO Teaching
Candidates for following areas:
Elementary K* Science. Industrial Arts.
Special Education (EMR ft LD>. School
Psychologist

Ml

3:44
3:34
J:J7

Thar*.-Fri. March 29 * 34) U S NAVY
Interviewing for Naval Officer
specialities in following areas: Aviation.
Nuclear Power. Supply. Surface Line ft
\ursing Qualifications
Bachelors or
Master* l»egree NOTE: General in
iurination booth will he available outside
(;nll area -Powell Building on above dates
from 10 no a m • 3 no p.m
Fri. March M LANDMARK. INC
Positions
In Retail outlets as
Agronomic. Feed ft Supply Sales. Ferhliier Blend Plant Operators. Grain
Elevator Operators ft Management or

Sales Trainees
(hialificalions: AS. B.S. or BBA in
Agriculture or Business Administration
with rural background

Summer jobs
Additional information and applications
for most of the following organizations are
available in the Division of Career
Development ft Placement. 319 Jones
Building
I. CUMBERLAND GAP NATIONAL
HISTORICAL PARK - Summer Youth
Conservation Corp Program is now accepting applications, until March 23. 1979
for the following full-lime positioss at the
Park
Camp Director - GS-9 - $7.68 HR Em
ployment period 6-11-79 - S-17-79
Group I-eader GS-S - 15 05 HR Em
ployment period 6-11-79 - S-17-79
Group Aid
GS-4 • MSI HR Em
pkiymenl period 6-11-79 - 8-17.79
Brief
description
of
duties,
qualifications and application forms are
available in the Division of Career
Development and Placement. 319 Jones
Bldg
2 YELLOWSTONE PARK SERVICE
STATIONS
I. BIG SKY MONTANA. INC - RESORT

NEWS BULLETIN
GILLKJAN-S ISLAND
DATING GAME (EXC THUR.)
OVER EASY
HAPPY'S HOUR
NEWS BULLETIN
BATMAN
MASH. (EXC. THUR)
SESAME STREET

Ml
S:M

9 ADDAMS FAMILY
© PETTICOAT JUNCTION
& BRADY BUNCH
W BEVERLY HTLLBILLIES
Jfc ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
9 MISTER ROGERS
BGETSMART
3) ® 83 NEWS
9 ELECTRIC COMPANY

PRESENTS

Romeo and
Juliet

AFTERNOOH
12:44 S> NOON TODAY
2t YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
41 »!».•©« PYRAMID
12:31 il BOB BRAIN SHOW
8J SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
# IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
tt RYAN'S HOPE
1:M ,tD DAYSOFOURLIVESlEXC.THl'R..
FRI.)
8 MATCH GAME (EXC. THUR.)
ALL MY CHILDREN
jj) DAYS OF OUR LIVES
2T) AS THE WORLD TURNS
2:44 11) DOCTORS (EXC Till RKK1 I
12 ONE LIFE TO LIVE
2:34 Ml ANOTHER WORLD
87) GUIDING LIGHT
** IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

434

1:3*

The il.«pln| Juliet (Rebecca Sain) It found by her
Nurte (Calia Johmoni. who believed he. to be daad.
In thii Kant Irom Romeo and Juliet.' the third
eieeentatlon In THC SHAKESPEARE PIAYS. alrine
ednetday. Much 14.

A distinguished :ast lends sup
,porl to two young newcomers m
the title roles ol Romeo and
Juliet
Shakespeare's immortal
tragedy ol
star-crossed' love,
which will be seen as the third
Sresentation ot THE SHARE
PEARE
PLAYS
Wednesday.
March 14 Patrick Ryecart and
Rebecca Saire are the young
lovers, and John Gielgud. Celia
Johnson Michael Hordern. Joseph
O'Conor and Laurence Naismith
head the supporting cast.

